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NEW STATE IS

C. D. Miller,

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.

similar cases impendent on this decision.
.
Civil Service Examination.
A civil service examination will be
held November 8 to 9, at the State
Law Library In the Capitol building,
eliglbles from which to make
certification to fill vacancies In the po
of
sition
law examiner In the Solid
tor's office, department of 'agriculture
at an entrance salary of $1,600 per
annum, and vacancies requiring slml
lar qualifications as they may occut
u nless it shall be decided in the in
terest of the service to fill such vacancies by reinstatement transfer, or pro
motion.! " "
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DR. NATHAN BOYD
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ASSERTION.

Fears That Engls Dam Would
Be
Split In Two Should an Earthquake Happen.
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Democratic State Canvention, After Three Days Delibe-.A Republican Campaigning
'.
Fe
rations, Puts Complete Ticket In Field-SaParty Given Ovation
Be
to
Compaign Headquarters.
; .T
'
by Voters
XXX.XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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nta

Dr. Nathan Boyd of near Las Cru- ces. Identified for many years with
the project' for storing the waters of
the Rio Orande In the lower valley of
New Mexico was In the cliy yesterday.
Dr. Boyd Is engaged at this time, per-

HALL
$100,000

32.

ASKS
DAMAGES

Says W. E. Johnson Libeled
Him in Denver and

Chicago Papers

sistently and determlndedly in a re
markable fight; a fight to Induce the
KOIotEKERS STILL
FOR GOOD
reclamation service to change its plans REFLECTED
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v
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DEMOCRATIC
TICKET.
for the construction of the immense
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and
for
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what
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Shows
W.
Muller's
Governor:
C.
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McDonald, Carrizozo, Lincoln County.
Report
FLOOD IN THE UPPER
Manual Training and Industrial he
regards tbe protection of the set- Foreman of Grand
Lieutenant Governor: E. C. de Baca, Las Vegas, San Miguel County.
ESPANOLA
VALLEY.
;
Jury Is Men
a Fairly Good Business in ..
Instruction for the Boys
tlers and residents under the project.
of
State:
Antonio
J.
Las
Secretary
Lucero,
Vegas San Miguel
tioned
of
Partner
as
a
"'
a
On
Fault Line.
September.
and Girls.
County
All 8trsame From Teeuque to Chama
Dr. Boyd's Idea is in brief, that the
Mr. Crandall
R.
General:
W.
La
McGlll,
Roosevelt
Attorney
Full
Bank
Last
Lande,
County.
Wrt Running
valley of the Rio Grande lies along
State Treasurer: O, N. Marron, Albuquerque, Bernal.llo County.
Thousands of people desirous of
Week.
Special to the New Mexican.
a "fault line"; a break In the strata
to
State Auditor; Francisco Manzanares, Fort .Sumner,
Clinton J. Crandall, superintendent
finding the ideal state is which
An
9.
N.
Guadalupe
M., Oct.
Wagon Mound,
where earthquakes are likely to be of
the U. S. Indian Industrial School,
live will hear ol New Mexico within
County.
Tbe first details of the flood dam
enthusiastic Republican rally was held particularly severe.
Immense
The
territorial
the
a few days, thanks to
Superintendent of Public Instruction: Alvan N. White, Silver City,
at Wagon Mound, Mora county. An government dam as planned, will be las filed in the district clerk's office
age In the Espanola and Chama valsend
ia
which
for
today
Grant County.
Santa Fe county, two suits against
engineer's office,
f
immense gathering greeted the auto- an Immense mass of masonry, 2C5 feet
leys was received this morning In a
Land Commissioner: J. L. Emerson, Carlsbad, Eddy County.
L. B. Prince from
ing out an immense number of copies letter to
mobile party which Included H. O. high, lying at right angles to the fault William E. Johnson of Denver, asking
Sera-flnO.
Commission:
In the sum of $50,000 in each
L.
o
of Territorial Engineer C. D. Miller' bis son, William B. Prince, who left
Corporation
Owen, CIovls, Curry County;
Bursum, Jose D. Sena, Dr. M. F. Des- line. Dr. Boyd believes that It is damages
address on "The Irrigation Resources here on horseback last Thursday at
Martinez, Black Lake, Colfax County; George H.. Van Stone,
marals, Secundino Romero and Frank the slipping of faulted strata that is suit.
of New Mexico,
The complaints are lengthy.
Estancia, Torrance County.
noon. He relates the following interThe
W. Clancy. The band was out and the chiefly remarkable for the earthquake
Supreme Court: Summers Burkhart, Albuquerque, Bernalillo CounThis is printed in a neat booklet of esting story of the trip to the Sunwhich has occurred from time to first states, among other things, that
people cheered lustily for Bursum.
ty; W..A. Dunn, Roswell, Chaves County; Richard j H. Hanna,
the
defendant
in
35 pages by the New Mexican Printing shine ranch, three miles above Espannewsa
printed
dally
Over three hundred people gathered time in the lower Rio Grande valley
'
Santa Fe, Santa Fe County. ...
'(
Company, the cover being in rea anu ola.
at the public school house. The ladies He points to the experience of the paper in Denver a "certain false, maCongress: H. B. Fergusson, Albuquerque, Bernalillo1. County; Pal
licious
and
white. It Is profusely illustrated and
of the
libel"
"The entire road was washed out
defamatory
of the Catholic Society at Wagon big San Mateo dam in California to
Valverde, Clayton, Union County.
comprises the entire speech delivered the very worst I ever saw it. There
Mound presented the Republican nom-- ' show that s dam is safe only when it plaintiff for the purpose of bringing
Mexico
him "In reproach" among the people
were Bcveral wagons at the side of
by Mr. Miller at the New
Inee for governor with a huge boquet is built parallel with the fault line.
New
on
Association
of Santa Fe, in Denver and with the
nhoutaaioua
of flowers. Bursum in a fine address
the. road between Tesuque and Fo- Slip Causes Earthquake.
-Mexico Resources
Day, August
The earthquake at San Francisco 1b secretary of the Department of the In
juaque. The people just had to stop
advocated manual training and Indus
1911. In it Mr. Miller declares he and camp. In many
trial schools and good roads and paid admitted to have been the result of terior.
places you could DEMOCRATIC PRIMARIES. -'
DR.
'
P.
there
HARRINGTON
J.
that
estimate
the
believes
For a second cause of complaint. Mr.
a slip in such a geological fault, said
not see where the road had ben,
a high compliment to'the" character
IN EDDY COUNTY.
HOME FROM ARIZONA.
are four million acres of possible ir there was only a gully left. Of course,
Dr. Boyd yesterday.
"In that quake Crandall states that the defendant
and
of
the
American
Spanish"
history
Mexico
is
New
in
area
rigated
this made no difference to one on They Art Being Fiercely Contetttd Plans of Other Scientists Who Have people. He scored the Unholy alliance the San Mateo dam, much thicker in printed and published in a weekly pa
horseback.
The Nam be was quite
of the Democrntlo and MuKwumn proportion to Its height and width per of Chicago, a certain false, mall-cloBy Candidates far. .Various
.Interesting Work in and Near
The pamphlets are toeing mailed
and defamatory libel concerning
the Arroyo Scco had been four
bosses. Secundino Romero, Frank W. than the one planned at Engle, was
high;
.
r.va
the
are
which
Offices.;
Fe.
8ants
ltt a neat envelope on
rocked violently back and forth from the plaintiff under the heading "JohnCruz was acSanta
the
feet
and
high,,
and
D.
Jose
Sena
forciClancy
made
corner:
words, in the left hand upper
and son Ousted As Purchase Price of
tually like the Chama.. All fences
Dr. J. P. Harrington, the eminent lin ble addresses and advised the voters front to back. It stood the shock
Carlsbad, N. M., Oct 7. The Dem
i rh
irrigation Resources of New were
did not break.
Brewer's Favor."
torn down and washed away on ocratic
" Mexico. Department
of Territorial
primaries tor county officers guist of the School of American Arch- - to defeat the blue ballot.
In this cause of camplaint, Mr. CranSplit In Two.
and the south bank.
will be held throughout Eddy county aeology, has returned from Arizona,
at
Tucumcari.
Mexico,"
Meeting
New
Fe,
Santa
Engineer,
"That dam was built parallel with dall prays damages for $50,000.
" '
next Saturday. The fight for many of - where he has been studying Indian
Republican mass meetings will be
m tho lnwer left hand corner: "Ask
Bridge Qone.
the fault line; had It been built
The suits were filed by Renehan and
When I reached the Rio Grande 1 flees is fierce as the nomination In languages. Dr. Harrington exnects to held at Tucumcari on Thursday after athwart
About New Mexico, the New State."
the fault line there Is no doubt Davies, attorneys for Mr. Crandall.
noon and evening. There will be adwas much disappointed to find the this intensely Democratic county is remain In Santa Fe until Christmas.
Contract for Wood.
thrust
one
that
side would have been
Of the plans of other scientists con- dresses by H. O. Bursum, Frank W.
middle of tbe bridge gone. I tied the equal to an election. The further InYesterday, proposals for furnishing horse to the bridge and walked across ducement to fight hard is tbe fact that nected with the school the following Clancy, E. A. Mann, Jose D. Sena, M. up and the other dropped down, split "HOPKINS DID NOT
In
two and releasing the wa
It
the
ting
Bpantsnflftv cords of wood for
C. Mechem and Ralph C. Ely.
COME ACROSS."
a beam to tha other side so as to get it means a five year term. By much may be of interest to the public
ters behind. The dam being built on
American normal school, were opened the
have
a
candidates
few
wire
L.
Dr.
ol
director
pulling
Hewett,
Edgar
but nven then I had to wade
mall,
the
Is
built
Rio
athwart
Grande
the
bv President Prlnoe and Secretary
Therefore Charles Luke Decided to
through water up to my knees at the succeeded in keeping opponents from the school, Is expected back here the CALIFORNIA SETS TERRIBLE
fiult line. It Is not nearly so heavy
Jaramlllo. There were four bids, rang- other side of the
race. The majority, end of the week from California.
Deliver Ten Votes to SenaEXAMPLE TO NEW MEXICO. In proportion to its height and width
in order to entering the
bridge
lowest
the
14
S3
to
per cord,
are having the fight of their
ing from
tor Larimer.
Sylvanus Grtswold Morley is in New
get to Espanola, after getting the however,
one at San Mateo; and I conas
the
per1
at
$3
Baca
Adelaido
bidder being
Amendments to Consti- tend that there will be no reasonable
I returned the same way and life. Dr. F. F. Doepp is opposed by Hampshire, but will come out here In Twenty-thre- e
ac- mail.
awarded
was
contract
the
senator
from
cord. The
June to continue his studies.
Chicago, 111.,-- Oct. 10. State Senatution Are Being Voted Upon
rode 'to San Juan where I crossed the J. O. Osborne for
assurance of Its safety in the event of
A. V. Kidder, the authority
tor Frank A. Landee, of Moltne, was
20th district. Indications are that Dr.
who
cordingly.
Today.
railroad bridge.
an earthquake unless it Is built rela
a
The
will
Doctor
in
walk.
win
Hat New Name.
of
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last
here
winter
San Francisco, Calif.,
first witness called by the United
spent part
Oct. 10.
ponder
The Chama was much higher than Doepp
tively a thick as the one at Ban
An amendment to th articles of in- I have ever seen it In all the years 1 has lived here a long time and is well ing over pajaritan pottery in which California today is voting on 23 pro- Mateo. If it should break and that 45 Stafes Senate committee which is in- M. C, Stewart, he Is well versed, will
and
known.
return
Furniture
favorably
conto
Futrehe
amendments
likely
the state
rnrnoratlon of the
posed
mile lake of water with a head at the vestlgating the election of Senator
have been here. All those low and F. E. Turner are
the
making the race ' here In March.
stitution, three of which provides for front, of 265 feet, should sweep down William Lorlmer, here today.
Company changing the name to
meadows were under water. But I
Freire-Mareccof
in
favor
the
odds
for
with
sheriff
Miss
Oxford
filed
a
In
was
'the
radical
the
of
method
Attorney Healy, for the committee,
change
Kanole Furniture Company,
the valley the consequences stagger
led the horse over the railroad bridge
Stewart. But the real race is for coun- girl, who came to the southwest
state government. These three, if the Imagination."
interrogated him regarding the senain the territorial secretary's office to- and got here all right
The first district year ago to study the Indian, is com successful, will give women the right
ty commissioners.
lh
torial deadlock et Springfield, and he
Three Dams.
day. The company is in business
"Tell Mrs. Stevenson that she can comes up with three candidates: E. P. ing
back to Santa Fe In the spring as of suffrage, will provide for the recall
all along has told of an alleged conversation with
Dr. Boyd's scheme
a
Albuquerque and Robert A. Kistler Is not come by wagon.
Yesterday,
E.
T.
Woodwell
a
and
of
H.
W.
fellow
Oxford. She will continue of all state, county, or city officials, been to construct three
Bujac,
In
dams, the Charles Luke, since deceased,
its agent.
wagon could not even ctobs the Santa Jones. Second district: Whit Wright her studies in
anthropology.
including the Judiciary, and will esFor the Treasury.
only 96 feet In height, build- which he said Luke told him he could
Cruz.
and J. H. Graham. Third district: L.
K. M. Chapman eipects to go east tablish the initiative and referendum. highest
one te snpply the present demand "deliver ten votes provided conditions
'After reaching the ranch, I went O. Ryan, C. W. Beeman, and J. O.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
in a short time. It is 'nor yet tnown " In each case, It requires a two-- ing
and tbe other as needk!1 thus doing were right"
has received the following sums for directly down to see the Rio Grande
At present it looks like Bujac, when he will visit Paris, however.
thirds
to
make
the
majority
proposed away with the tremendous initial cost
He continued:
"I said to him, 1
the treasury: Jackson Agee, treasur- ond It Is the highest I have ever Wright, and Ryan. The race between
amendment effective.
imposed on tbe beneficiaries of the thought you were going to vote for
er of Grant county, $1125.29; B. C. known it.
J. D. McBrlde of the Dayton Echo, STOCK MARKET CLOSED
-The
of
the
feature
spectacular
day
has
fought steadily nopnins."
He said. No. I am not.
project He
"The fish pond is a river. It is too and J. W. Plrce for assessor, is close.
of Rio Arriba county,
Hernandei,
at the polls Is tbe effort of the women against the present plan being car-- 1 Hopkins won't come
, STEADY THI8 AFTERNOON.
as I have seen many fish In there But every candidate is still full of
across.'
$3,205.75; Vincent B. May, treasurer bad,
to gain the right of suffrage.
has
the
out
ried
gathSenator
government;
by
Landee then truHrlaii
of the New Mexico College of Agricul which were ten inches long and now hope and will work with a vim and a
Women Suffragists Militant.
No
ana
Stocks
8howed
erea
However,
careruuy
nis
Leading
a
statistics
large
visit to his home at Moline
ture and Mechanic Arts, refund of ter- they will have to learn how to get rush the last week of the campaign.
Los Angeles, Calif., Oct. 10. Wom sums of money have been paid ex gardlng
Material Advances After
in 1909. of John I.
v
Hughes, of Chicago,
ritorial students, $9,86.31; W. D. New- - along in salt water. The water now Methods have changed. No longer
an suffragists became so militant In perts to substantiate his theory of a
Day's
is
friend
of
Trading,
over
dike.
Mr. Lorlmer, as follrws:
The
the
flowing right
does the candidate travel on the burr!
methods in the a safe dam for the Rio Grande. He
comb,, clerk of the seventh Judicial
9. The mar- their electioneering
New
N.
Oct.
York,
Y,
Infull
water.
house
is
man
of
the
you are voting
cane deck of the broncho with the
district clerks' fees. $323.05; Game and packing
fashionable west end and university has carried the fight to Washington "'Hopkins,
ket closed steady.
of opening the lower acequla, I
for,' Hughes said to me, is an Imposdemijohn for ballast. He skims over
Fish Warden Thomas P. Gable, $33.60. stead
districts of the city today that Cap- and says he intends to keep at it until
a man going along the banks to the
Quotations.
Closing
Vote
keep
sibility.
for
Lorlmer
and It will
cars
plains and bills in. gasoline
Total $5,733.90.
New York, Oct. 9. Spot copper tain J. J. BradlBh, commanding the something Is accomplished. Dr. Boyd be to your advantage.'
prevent It from breaking through, it Even the balaBt of former days is disout
sent
station,
now
University
police
dam
the
bellves
built,
Law Business.
that
being
is so full."
weak, 11.7511.85: leau quiet, 4.30
carded.
of patrolmen
with instruc- If made relatively as strong as the
call money squadsto
4.40; bar sliver, 52
MAINE NOT BLOWN UP
Major Fred Muller, receiver of the
Busy Day at Carlsbad.
tions
.arrest the women poll work San Mateo structure, would cost
out
made
land office at Santa Fe, has
per ers.
prime paper, 4 8BY HER BOILERS.
CATHOLIC
ELECTORS MUST
This has been a busy week In Carls Bteady, 2
the
not
believe
that
and
does
and
Mexican
his monthly report for September
dollars, 45; amalgamatDROP DE LA BARRA. bad. The attendance of court has been cent;
reclamation
the
of
estimates
present
116
49
But One Had Been Driven Bodily Assugar.
Atchison, DIRECT PRIMARY BLAMED
it shows good business.
large. Many witnesses from all parts ed,
service will nearly cover the cost of
Great Northern pfd., 124
original home- He is Eliminated as Candidate for of the county are on hand to' appear 104
tern By Fores of Explosion
There were fifty-on- e
FOR HEAVY EXPENSE. tbe dam as planned.
an
York
New
Pato
exof Magazines.
Central,
stead applications amounting
Vice Presidency By Action of
before the grand Jury. It is also
114
and
of
136
South
$460
fees
of
cific,
0,914.66;
Washington, D. C. Oct. 10. At
Reading,
cursion week and many prospectors
acreage
Congress.
Source of Corruption In Progressive BALLOON TEARS OFF least one fact has developed" beyond
Union Pacific,
commissions of $259.32. There were
have come in from the north. On ern Pacific, 106
Wisconsin Laid Bare By Investl- - .
ROOF IN TOPEKA
steel pfd., 109.
controversy In connection with the
Mexico 'v'ty, Mex., Oct. 10. The Thursday the El Paso boosters came 159; steel, 59
nineteen homestead applications
gatlon,
der the act of February 19, 1909 and Catholic electors face the probability in on a special and kept everything
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 10. How Is Badly Damaged But Occupants excavation going on inside the coffer-daenclosing the wreck of the Maine
$2,500 was paid to State Game Warden
they showed an acreage oi i.oyt.oi of being forced to relinquish the can- moving while they were here. The XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Signal That They Were Not
in Havana harbor that la that the
didacy of President de la Barra, for cotton gin is running full capacity
and commissions of $172.20.
W. Stone out of the campaign fund
REPUBLICAN
ENTHU8IASM
X
Injured.
ship was not blown up by her boilers.
because of In- and the strings of wagons loaded
final home- the
IN UNION COUNTY.
There were forty-siX of United States Senator Isaac StephSome persons have contended that
have refused to re- with seed cotton going to the gin has
10.
off
stead proofs, aggregating an acreage eligibility. They
N. M., Oct, 11. Aft- - X enhon, and how Stone, to "cover up"
Oct
Kans.,
Tearing
Topeka,
Clayton,
his
declaration that he added to the general activity of the
explosion of the boilers caused
a day pleasantly spent at Ra- - X what was done with the money, got part of the roof of a house and later,
of 7,388.34 and fees and commissions gard not repeated the
er
he
would
and
magaslne to explode in turn. But
appear town. But above all has tbe candi
accept
post
H. O. Bursum, Jose D. X his deputies to "pretend" to having crashing Into a tree, the balloon Ti
of $282.90. Indemnity Bchool land se- ed determined
ton,
if
from the
to
elect
to
scene.
report
the
The
added
color
date
him,
possl
engineers
lections of which there were three, agSena and campaign party ar-- X leceived portions of It, whereas in peka II, which took part In the ran shows the workmen army
have uncovered
hie, In spite of himself.
Democrats primaries are only one
the money was paid to others, for the Lahm cup from Kansas City
alfact,
were
There
acres.
rived"
1,200
in
X
Clayton
gregated
yesterday.
the
of
of congress, however, week away and every one is on the
the
boilers
action
the
tops
which
were inBy
was
told
today before the united last week, was badly damaged here
selections of de
so three railroad lieu
They made a stop at Des X States Senate
tact, with one exception. That was
la Barra, will doubtless be eliminat anxious seat. The modesty that the
committee which Is In- today.
money ed.-'- ' The senate
Moines
were
480 acres and the purchase
enX
an
and
In the case of one of the forward
given
In the becandidate
yesterday approved
that bribery and
W. K. Leigbty, E. W. Benedict, A.
amounted to $2,696. ' There were four nn amendment to the constitution mak average has worn displays
thuslastlc reception. At Clay- - X vestigating charges
out; he goes after
to Senator W. Whltford and James Johnson were boilers, which was not burst but
ginning
corruption contributed
homestead entries under the act of Ing it illegal for a
ton
were
X
met
a
which
had been driven bodily astern
largethey
by
president or vice the votes with grim determination and
election.
StepheBBon's
in the basket when, Just after the balJune 22, 1910 comprising 640 acrea.
or chosen directness.
delegation of citizens and es- - X
by the blast from the magazines.
president to be
,
loon rose, it was struck by a gust of
Only
Hearsay.
corted to the Eklund Hotel. X
There was one final : desert land for other high offices. According to
Roswell to Malaga Road.
State Senator John G. Blaine ' ol wind, sending It into a tree. Part of
The county convention was in X
The Roswell to Malaga road bad a
proof of eighty acres and eight orig- the announcement of the Catholic
Boscobel, Wis., admitted that practic the basket was torn away, before the SLATE FOR MADERO'S
of 1,059.85 party's central committee, the result big boost this week when .the roads'
progress and reports from ev- - X ally all of tbe first six of the charges balloon was freed from the tree. Next
inal desert applications
CABINET ANNOUNCED.
ery part of the county given- by X made by him against Senator Stephen- the corner of a house roof was caught
acres and bringing In $1,010.85 in will be to throw their support In the convention at Roswell yesterday took
electoral college to Francisco Vasquez the matter In hand. The committee
the 'delegates showed that the . X son were based on hearsay In
His
Evident
Intention Is to Reconcile
money.
and lifted off. The balloon arose and
of representatives
from every town
party If united, end enthualas- - X
There were two isolated tract sales Gomez.
He said he practically had the occupants signalled they were
and Factions In
parties
tio and will roll up S big major. Jt received no information
of 80.16 acres and one mineral entry
vv
first hand unhurt.
through which the road will go, is
Mexico.
Mexico City, Oct. 11. It was uncomposed of energetic men that will X Ity on election day. Last night X and he had brought the charges withCHINESE 80LDIER8
of 105.83 acres.
DE8ERT TO REBEL ARMY. keep things moving In their localities. X a mass meeting was addressed X out a thorough investigation on his VXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX officially stated today that PresidentThe total" receipts for the quarter
In
men
named
X part. The committee brought out that X
Eddy county X by H. O. Bursuitf and others.
Among the
are $23,032.71.
X elect Madero, had planned his cabiW. F. X
Democrats Will Vote for
Execution of Four Conspirators Seems are: W. S. Gilbert, Artesia;
X direct primary law is responsible for X REPUBLICANS KEEP JUDI- X net as follows:
Important Decision,
Banker
Peorman,
X
Have
Turned Tide Against
Daugherty, Dayton;
Bursum,
to
X the heavy campaign expenditures.
Foreign relations President De La
X
OUT
POLITIC9.
CIARY
OF
The land office has received from
Government.
Lakewood; R. M. Thome, Carlsbad; X
declared X
Many Democrats
X Parra, or Ignacio Fernandez Calderon.
the department of ihe interior the deOct. 10. Much fir W. W. Galton, Otis; P. J. McShane, X that they will vote for Bursum X
Interior Jose Pino Suarez.
China,
Hankow,
Santa Fe, Oct. 6, 1911. X
WHAT ARE 80FT DRINKS?
cision on the appeal filed by Arch- ing can be heard this afternoon in Loving; and J. Hlse Myers, Malaga. X
Finance Ernesto Madero.
and the rest of the Republican X
X Hon. A. A. Jones. Palace Hotel, X
IS VINEGAR?
WHAT
decision
B.
the
Pltaval
from
J.
bishop
the direction of Wu Chang. Commun- W. M. Atkinson of Roswell, Is chair- X ticket In the Interests of a X
Communications
Manuel Bonllla.
X
X
Santa Fe, N. M.
February 27, 1911, of the commis- ication with that city has been cut off. man.
War General Gonzales Salas.
X business
administration and X Question Pending Past Two Years to X
Dear Sir Appreciating fully X
sioner of the general land office re- Several large fires are seen. It is
be
When completed this road will
Formento Rafael Hernandez
X the development of the state. X
the desirability of eliminating X
Be Answered by Wiley and
quiring republication for and supple- evident that the soldiers have gone one of the finest drives In tbe state. X The county convention declared X
Justice Francisco Diaz LombavJo.
X the state Judiciary from poll- - X
His Board.
mental proof under the said J, B. Pit- - over to the revolutionaries, following It will pass through orchards and al- X
Salas Is acting. minister of war with
X tics, I, as chairman of the Re- - X
against the Blue Ballot. Last X
ncmiUrv annllnaHnn fUd lin. the execution of four conspirators at falfa fields, where every form of IrriWashington, D. C, Oct. 10. "What i
the
title of
The departX
X evening, the Bursum campaign- - X ia vlnnffni?' nnrl
Rnf t X publican state central commitam
,,Wlmt
der the act of March 1, 1907 (34 Stat, Wu Chang today.
gation may be seen, from the govern- X ing party was escorted to tbe X
X tee, having charge of the cam- - X ments of finance, communications, and
over
for
drinks?"
questions pending
ment project at Carlsbad using water X
tracts
are
fomento
1052) for two disconnected
now
headed
X
by the nomicourthouse by a band and cltl- - X two y;ars, will be decided soon by the X palgn of the nominees on the
from the Pecos river; artesian wells, X zens In
nees above. It Is probable that Herknow as lotB 1 and 2, Sec. 31 T 29 N.
ana autos. X reconstructed Board of Food and Drug X etnte ticket, suggest, on behalf X
carriages
nandez will decline to enter the cabl-re- t
n ia J3J ivi, m oamu re, m iana
pumping plants, and gravity systemB X Land Commissioner R,
COLD BLOODED MURDER
P. Er- - X Inspection which considered these X of the Republican party, the X
and de la Barra Is reluctnnt to acIN ROOSEVELT COUNTY.
containing ,93 and 1.15 acres, reX from Lakewood to Roswell.
X vlen made a brief but earnest
X matters today. Dr. Wiley, In control X propriety of keeping the noml- X
spectively.
X nees for Justices of the supreme X cept a post.
X speech and Introduced Bursum X of the
to
do
with
board,
BAN
away
proposes
PUTS
GOVERNMENT
Calderon was the eandldate of the
The decision covers six typewritten
The mounted police today re- - X
X who was cheered loudly.
All X soda fountain sales of soft drinks con- X court from engaging In public X Liberals In
ON UNRIPE ORANGES.
the Progressive convenX political speaking and active X
pages, reviewing as it does the appeal.
celved a telegram stating that X
X the issues wore well and clear- - X
artificial
sweeteners,
taining
synthetic
tion
for the nomination for the
In
The lots in question are
X
X political work during this camQuests,
Henry Daniels, colored, aged X Will
and X ly explained by the speakers, X flavors, cafeeln, etc.
Confiscate
Any
Shipments
Rio Arriba county and it was the deX
X palgn. The nominees for jusagainst Pino Suarez.
.50 to 55, is wanted on the X
X and all were applauded. Bur- - X
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X tices of the supreme court on X
sire of the church to use one for a
charge of killing Luciano Dur- - X
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Process Fruit.
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X the Republican ticket will not X SMUGGLERS
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an, at Mogollon, Saturday X Washington, D. C, Oct. 9. The de X substantiate the charges made X
AT THE GATE CITY X speak from the political plat- - X
AT LAS CRUCES.
site.
night. The murder is said to X partment of agriculture Is prepared X against him. He urged all cit-- X
Frank Hennlng, one of the fort'a X form and will not engage ac- - X
The local office recommended that
Guy L Lemens and Frank J. Pashave been cold blooded. Fur- - X for the confiscation of any shipments X izens to unite In creating great- - X men
in tha Santa Fe
blacksmith X tlvely in this campaign and it is X sage of El Paso, plead guilty at Las
these be given for those purposes, but
X of
ther details are not known.
unripe oranges or other unripe X er New Mexico. He advocated X shop at RatOu, met with a painful ac- X my earnest hope that the noml- - X Ciuces to the charge of smuggling
the land commissioner decided that
Daniels is well known, how- - X
X manual training schools, more 3k
Florida.
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from
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Secretary
In
a
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cident
resulted
X nees of your party for the same X Chlnnjmen
into the United States.
this could not be done according to
ever, as he was sentenced to X who has been in communication with X mechanics and fewer lawyers. X fracture of the clavicle In compound
the left X positions will pursue a like X They were sentenced to nine months
law. Now comes the secretary of tha
death in 1897 for killing two ne-- X the Florida agricultural
authorities X Upon conclusion of his speech, X shoulder.
of
A
In
X
steel,
X
the county Jail and the costs of
flying piece
interior with the decision that It Is
groeti while disputing over X announced today that any attempts to X he was given a tremendous X not more than an Inch and a half In X policy.
X the suit.
These men were caught
Respectfully,
some money matters. He was X ship artificially ripened fruit out of X ovation, which shook the court- - X
perfectly legal to purchase same as an
by a glance blow X
size, was driven
VENCESLAO JARAMILLO, X noar the San Augustln ranch with
,
,
isolated tract.
commuted to life imprisonment 'X Florida or to "process" unripe fruit on X house which was packed to the X from the
State X six Chinks In a covered wagon. The
sledge at one of the anvils X Chairman,
Republican
This is considered an Important deX Its Journey to the north would be the X doors.
and last year was paroled.
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8HALL NEW MEXICO PROSPER?
The issue is up to the people, and
o'h November 7.
they will decide
congalnst the party of progressive
struction, of protection, of safe and
querque
sane government, are arrayed ihe rev- . Its nerve la refreshing.
forces that sees; to war
Irresistible.
olutlonary
is
Its logic
Is New Mexico
"H. O. Bursum," It shrieks editorial- down. Under which
the "spe- most likely to gain capital, population?
ly, is the representative of
sym
cial interests, corporations, land grab- Under the forces that bulli up, or
bolised by the Republican party,
bers and hosaea."
under the forces that tear down, us
Of course, W. C. McDonald Is not.
.
fusymbolized by the
TheBe assertions ot the AlbuquerAre not the fo'.owing words
matter; sion?
que Journal should settle thedismissed
M the Chicago Inte" Ocean applicable
the subject should now be
Mexico?
with a wave of the hand. But It will at this very moment In New
"The Prices of bonds and stocks do
not.
a nation's welLet us see! McDonald is and has not make or unmake
or
been for twenty years, the president fare. They are merely symptoms
But as sympof the Carrizozo Cattle Ranch Com- signs of that welfare.
s cor- toms or signs they are Bure and ex
pany of Lincoln county. Is that
special Interest? act.
poration? Is that
Is Felix
It Is for these reasons that every
Are they land grabbers?
nuu- Martinei of Texas, a boss? On the man. with ten tnousana or ten
has
answer to these questions depends dred thousand dollars to his name,
few days
whether H. O. Bursum or W. C. Mc- fixed his eyes for the last
Donald is a representative of the on the market lists of his morning
land newspaper and has observed with
special interests, corporations,
keen attention the downward course
grabbers and bosses."
The New Mexican is informed that of investment securities.
This downward course has been
the Carrizozo company is owned by
British stockholders; that it has been steady rather than precipitous, but it
yield
absorbing water rights and with them has gone on until securities that
to 1 six
lands, until the small cattleman has ed five per cent have gone
cent
securities
Lincoln
of
six
per
per cent basis,
been practically driven out
a have been obtainable on a basis of sevcounty; until It Is impracticable for
one-hal- f
or
a
and
seven
en
or
per cent rehomeseeker, or a sheepman,
small cattleman to exist on the domain turn, and some stocks that formerly
one-hal- f
per
by that company. Is that paid seven or seven and
land grabbing? May Providence de- cent to investors have been purchasliver New Mexico from such special able at prices that would yield, at
or even
Interests, corporations and land grab- present dividend rates, eight
bers. If they had their way, . New nine per cent interest And yet purMexico would b turned into one vast chasers are reluctant and the banks
cattle ranch with a dntt fence around are filled with idle money.
States
it, and shares regularly sold on the "Why is this? The United
long ago passed out the seven, eight
London stock exchange.
neator nine per cent period of its develop
Then as to bosses. Was ever a
er job of bossism performed than the ment. Why then are the banks burst
W.
which
ing with idle money while Investment
nomination of the ticket of
Demo- securities seek purchasers on the bavj. McDonald is the head? The
numA
it.
sis of these flattering returns?
crats made no bones about
"Many answers are given by men
ber of the younger element rebelled
clrculafr
who are supposed to know or ought
it
openly;
against it; exposed
ed printed appeals to the delegates to to, know. It's he danger of war in
boss domination. Europe. It's the fear of a general
break away from
Was ever boss more powerful, more strike in Europe. It's the prospect of
thorough In his domination than Felix a railway strike In the United States,
Martinet? Has any boss ever dared It's this or that decision of the Inter
to give the two principal places on a Btate commerce commission. It's the
first state ticket to two of his em- wool bill. It's the cotton tariff. It's
ployes working in the same printing Congress.
"Yet Congress adjourns, the Engoffice In the same town? Surely not
But Mr. McDonald "haB grown up" lish strike Is settled, the Morocco
with New Mexico, declares the Jour- question is let drift into the tranquil
nal. 01 course, that Is a virtue that fields of dip,omacy, and still the signs
entitles a man to be elected governor, and symptoms remain the same where
even If he has no other qualifications. they do not grow worse.
What then is the trouble? It seems
It is to be feared that W. C. McDonald "grew" up with the English corpor- as if a child should see, and yet the
ation, however, rather than with New explanations that do not explain con
Mexico, and whenever the Interests of tinue to fill the financial pages of the
the British stockholders conflicted with daily press. What is tho trouble?
those of the public, the stockholders Why, simply this :
were served, or McDonald would not
"You cannot have the principal men,
have held his Job for . twenty years. or the most conspicuous men, or the
But McDonald "never sought" public most noteworthy men, or the most noAlbuquerque torious men, In the public life of a naoffice, announces the
Morning Journal. That too, may be tion, go about trying to tear out the
a virtue, but It is a negative one. Brit- foundations of that country without
ish stockholders are not In the habit paying the price.
of permitting their employes to run
"You end your neighbors and your
for public office, to embarras them by neighbors' neighbors cannot pick ami
being too active politically, except it is send to the great lawmaking offices of
to have a representative in the legis- the state and nation the men who
lature at a time when they need spe- would rend the foundations of the govcial legislation. W. C. McDonald may ernment, tear the beams from the
hear at any time from London that structure, knock out the walls, smash
he has to get off the Democratic tick- down the supports and still have conet and settle down to the work that fidence, and have your neighbors
he is being paid for, unless the Brit- have confidence, that the roof will still
ish stockholders have designs, ulterior stand sound and steady over your
designs, which will make It convenient head and theirs.
for them to have an employe of theirs
"These things are so plain that,
in the gubernatorial chUr.
though often withheld from the wise,
On the other hand, H. O. Bursum Is it seems as if they must be revealed
the employe of no corporation, he to babes. These things are so plain
.owes allegiance to no British or any that It seems almost wasteful to menother kind of land grabbers, he is tied tion them. But they even they are
to no special interests, he is free to not all. To them must be added the
serve all the people and he will.
countless examples and instances that
have come day by day, month by
THE UNKNOWN
MAN.
month, with ever increasing force and
W. C.
best recommenda- number, to drive home the lessons.
Is
tion
that he Is practically unknown, Just look back a few weeks or months
declares tho Albuquerque Morning and consider!"
Journal. That argument should prove
n drawing card with the voters, it The
Republican central committee
ought to make a tremendous hit. It did the respectable and logical thins.
must appeal to the common geezer, In
proposing to the Democratic cenfor there are some 325,000 other peo- tral committee that the
supreme court
ple In New Mexico who are practical- candidates do not engage actively in
ly unknown and who, therefore, In the the
Both parties
course of time, should be in line for have political campaign.
declared In favor of keeping the
a gubernatorial nomination. Here is
bench out of politics, and the
a hint to the big parties for the na- supreme
will
make good their
tional conventions next year. Let Republicans
them nominate "unknowns!" The less pledges. The ermine should be kept
known the betterl A man without a spotless.
a
record has no record to defend;
"The Las Vegas hand-ou- t
ran out
man who haB never done or accomof Mexicans and were forced to name
exto
has
plished anything
nothing
plain. The ancient Greeks erected a couple of white men," declares the
an altar to the unknown gods. Let Democratic Eoswell Record. That Is
New Mexico erect a triumphal arch in reality the attitude of the Demoto the unknown man.
cracy toward the Spanish-America- n
people. It does not consider Mem
another "white" men although bidding for
took
The Progressives
whack at their patron saint. It was their ballots on election day.
wHPrH(ient Roosevelt who kindly invited Herbert J. Hagerman to resign as
The first duty of the Democratic
Is
committee
to
governor of New Mexico. It Is that central
buy
same Roosevelt who Is lauded in the clothespins for those who have a senThe infer- sitive olfactory nerve and yet, despite
Progressive resolutions.
ence Is obvious. It was the most cruel unselfish warnings, Insist on voting
cut of all.
their ticket on November 7,
CORPORA.
SPECIAL INTERE8TS,
TIONS, LAND GRABBERS
AND BOSSES.
The unconscious humor of the AlbuMorning Journal is delicious.

THE TRUTH.
The animus and actuating motives
for the vicious and unwarranted attacks upon Honorable Holm O. Bursum, Republican candidate for govern'
or, by a few disgruntled and thoroughly discredited political "boxers" are so
palpable as to require no elucidation
and Is of such a disreputable character
as to be repudiated by all right minded individuals.
The puerile attempt, by wilful distortion and misrepresentation of the
facts, to besmirch the character of
the Republican standard bearer, merits, and cannot fail to evoke, the condemnation of every fair minded, self
respecting citizen of the state, regardless of political affiliations.
The falsity of the charges made
against Holm O. Bursum relative to
his administration of the affairs of
the penitentiary has been fully and
conclusively established by adjudication In a court of competent Jurisdiction, under authority conferred upon
it by an act of the legislature of New
Mexico, approved by former Governor Hagerman, who now sees fit to
criticise and condemn the legislative
enactment which could not have become law had he chosen to exercise
the veto power vested In him.
After the institution of the suit
brought for the purpose of adjudlca
ting the matters In controversy be
tween the territory and Mr. Bursum,
the court appointed as referee, Mr.
C. V. Safford, traveling auditor ot the
territory, who, shortly prior thereto,
had been reappointed by Governor
Hagerman, and who was, and Is, uni
versally, recognized throughout the
territory as one of Its most competent
accountants.
In that suit the territory was rep
resented by able counsel and the
government, having been permitted
to Intervene, was represented by a
special assistant attorney general of
the United States and by a special
agent of the Interior Department.
Mr. Safford proceeded to make a
thorough and exhaustive examination
and audit of Mr. Bursum's accounts,
including the books now ot file in the
office of the clerk of the district court
as exhibits to referee SafTord's re-

port

During the progress of the hearing
the expert accountant from Colorado
Springs, employed by Governor Hageracman to audit the penitentiary
counts, was requested to appear before Mr. Safford and present facts and
figures In substantiation of the charges
theretofore made; he refused to do
so whereupon be was subpoenaed, but
vpon being placed upon the witness
stand refused to attempt to substanHis testimony Is
tiate the charges.
likewise of record.
Uoon the filing of the referee's re
port the matter was regularly heard
before the trial court, when the fullest opportunity was afforded for the
presentation of facts tending to disprove the correctness of the report,
but no such attempt was made.
At the conclusion ot the hearing,
after the trial court In response to an
inquiry had been assured by counsel
that they had no objection whatever
to offer against the approval of the
report, the court made Us findings
based upon the facts and figures ad
duced before It, and rendered its decree In accordance therewith, where
by Mr. Bursum was fully and com
The terms and
pletely exonerated.
provisions of the decree, as well sb
the facts and figures referred to, are
matter of record.
From the court's decree as render
ed, the right of appeal existed, not
only to the supreme court of the tertritory, but to the supreme court ot
the United States from the latter triNo appeal was aken.
bunal.
These are simple unvarnished facts.
The charges made against Mr. Bur
sum are merely a reiteration of statements made prior to the institution
of the suit referred to, the falsity of
which has been conclusively estab
lished by the solemn adjudication of
the Judicial branch ot our government
They present no live Issue
in this campaign and should not further engage the attention of the Intelligent voters of the Btate or divert
their attention from he real issues Inthe para
volved, and particularly
mount Issue of protecting
their Im
at the
material
Interests
and
portant
Ne)w
coming election by placing
Mexico solidly In the Republican
column.
With this brief statement of Incon
trovertible
facts, the issues thus
sought to be Injected Into the campaign should be eliminated from fur
'
ther discussion.
New Mexico has had some real
bosses In Its time, but the worst and
most unscrupulous boss It ever had,
Old timers well
was Felix Martinez.
remember the reign of terror in San
Miguel county that prevailed when
he had his clutches on offices and public affairs and what a sigh of relief
went up not only from Republicans
but from his own followers, when
after repeated valiant and daring efforts, be was deposed. But this boss
nlthough he lives in El Paso, Texas,
has bern figuring on a U. S. Senator- ship, on returning to power not only
In San Miguel county but as the boss
He has owned and
of the new state.
subsidized newspapers, he still owns
end controls a newspaper in New
Mexico, not as a matter of business,
but as a means of getting Mck into
He nominated to tbe Demorower.
cratic party its ticket this week, and
It lt wins, It will be a long and decisive step toward making Felix Martinez the dictator not only of the
Democratic party but of the people of
If hs succeeds in his
New Mexico.
selfish ambition may Providence pity
tbe people of this commonwealth!
The Democrats are making much of
the assertion that W. C. McDoneld has
never been an officeholder. But their
memories are short. Before he became an employe of a British corporation, he was assessor of Lincoln co in,
ty and also served in the legislature.
It is true, that his record then was not
of such brilliant character as to merit
any distinction or comment, but that
Is hardly a recommendation for entrusting him with the first governorship of the state of New Mexico.

WHO OWNS THE DEMOCRATIC
WHICH DO YOU CHO08E?
ORCHARDS.
PROTERTIMR
TAFTS IDEA OF HEAVEN.
PARTY?
Last week. President Taft. in a Businessmen, land owners, working
Holm O. Bursum had the right idea
when he declared In bis speech of splendid address in defense of the U. men, sheep and cattle men, all expec "Who"owns the Democratio party?
A. A. Jones, National CommitteeaecenUnce. that the horticultural In' S. Supreme court, gave his Idea ot ted that the moment that statehood
... IT... lff..w(.n ,Vt
1
H fllinila.
I. . t..n.r.n
man.
terests of New Mexico Bhould be given I.........
A. A. Jones, State Chairman.
the same attention and protection tion of which is Justice, and where W0Uld be an inrush of capital, great
A. A. Jones, Candidate for the 17.
that is extended to the cattle and there Is Justice there Is mercy, for prosperity, a tremendous revival of
remote
S, Senate.
trade.
The Sheep and Cattle real Justice takes all, even
sheep men.
con-- ,
A. A. Jones, who has bis eyes on
They had a right to look for It,
Sanitary Boards have important du- UtNtiimrlannai, and causes Into
for Rnij keen has been their disappolnt-motlve- the waters of the Pecos and its tribumakes allowances
tlea In nrotectlna-- those two great in slderatlon,
balances the right and wrong ment.
Business Is moving along as taries, on the lands that might be irdustries, but fruit trees need as much
e
an DAniLotalv thot hilt fnW fil-- llttrlV .1..1
I, h.J KnnA .imllnl Ib nfl rigated by those waters.
protection against the spread or
Who owns the Democratio party?
condemned for their wrong doing. . easier to get, railroad construction"
as do sheep and cattle.
H. B. FerguBson, who Is a candiBut President Taft had In mind ab- oag DOt been resumed, land Is not In
That bis declaration was well redate tor Congress.
Why?
ceived, appears from the following stract Justice administered under fixed greater demand.
avIriAnAA
H
nt
fx
anA
tlmM.
iiln.
ti.1
..........
H. B. Fergusson, who is a candi.
editorial on this subject in the El 1 UIOB Ml rnrnAa
'
vmu. w
5MLCiylBO
V,ttpUl OUU jHn,nn..nA
declared the Supreme Court of the capital and enterprise have heard It date, by his own admission, for the
Paso Herald:
"He suggests that the people of the United States to be the highest exem- - wnispered by Democrats in the east U. S. Senate.
ab- H. B. Fergusson, who admitted In
tliat the Democrats have a fighting
territory pledge their representatives pllficatlon of a tribunal in which
the Constitutional Convention that he
in the next legislature to enact such Biroci juBuue is uuub, uubhojsk
chance to carry wew Mexico ou
a law and he has taken up a subject political, material or other consldera yember 7, Of course, no such chance had been attorney for a railroad, for
.....
-- .l
TJn nnnalAara It
..r...leB ara corporations,
for men who wanted
nuua.
that should meet with the hearty sup- linn.
OUt VUpiia.1 HllU OUVO, J,11"W
GA1HIB,
wwiuv.. . th a
lis
B hi.ii...- ntti Buci lha
. wU. nn ftarth
lands and lots of them.
v
, thA Ideal anex of
port of every resident In the new fmiTt
i" AlncHnn.
uuiuiua uu uuw,
Democratio party? .
the
founders
Who owns
oti j the Republican ticket Is elected,
state.
government such as the
Felix Martinez, of El Paso, ot the
"Spraying Is necessary to kill the tne repuoiic naa in mina wnen mey capitai ana enterprise will take it as
of the United h o;uarantee that for live years, New state of Texas.
moths and worms that destroy or- adopted the1 Constitution
.
1
Felix Martlnes who owns
luni
chards. There are certain orchaid-Ist- s states,
a court1 ui. .i.i
Mexico will build up insteaa 01 tear
who are active and energetio in be above partisanship, above politics, down. that property
and personal trols the major
portion of the Demo
H,i,,a wni Ka nwntaMaA- - that Averv cratic press.
all such work and who need no such nhnvA thA fanfare on the streets.
. -- .in k
thA amtoM HaaI.
finrh n onnrt thA RAmiblican narty
Felix Martinez, whose editor and
law to compel them to take care of
their fruit trees, but there are others, has In mind for New Mexico, and it, ,,nd ctiVlM and enterprise will pour whose newspaper manager, have been
governor
nominated for lieutenant
indolent ones, who every year raise tnereiore, nominaieu tor juiutw v, jnt0 tne gtat0 Dy New year in
hAnrh men triad and true.
in
and secretary of state, so that if, by .
..H.l...hn
poor crops of fruit and big crops ot ,Ha aiinroma
and
mind
for
candidate
governor
the
from
men
the
who
Insects
win?
have
The
judicial
chance,
But lt the Democrats should
dangerous Insects.
these poorly cared for, unsprayed or training, men whose character, per- capital and enterprise will go else-- should be removed, that Felix Marrecord
the
of
and
orchards
sonal
conduct
for
fields
tinet might still retain his grasp ou
it
to
judicial
the
other
scatter
There are
vbore.
chards,
For that than ,ew 8tates, states In which dema- - the state, providing It goes Demo
men who spend money 'to take care have been above reproach.
Comof their crops and the result is that leason, the Republican Central
g0gUry makes uncertain the future, cratic.
Mexico and South America are
Truly a great, a selfish, a powerful
it Is impossible for anybody to keep mlttee will not permit the candidates
the
KO
on
to
h nanttai tn anh a ntntA.
What chance has a
triumvirate.
It should be made fnr thn aunreme bench
a clean orchard.
an
active
campaign,
Wnat io you wanti Mr. voter? What young man In the Democratio party?
compulsory on the part of every stump or to make
orchard owner in the state to spray no matter what the Democratio otate iQ you favorj
Prosperity, good What reward Is there for the faithful
The best
his orchard whenever necessary to Central Committee may reply to the times, development, Increase in wealth and patriotic worker?
ana population, or do you prefer retro- - things grabbed, cinched, by three man
proposition.
prevent the breeding of these pests.
who have ruled with iron hand, who
The Republican party will not per- greBBioni Bi0th and uncertainty?
"Mr. Evans says he knows of fruit
have ruined the Democratio party in
men from Grand Junction Colorado, mit the judicial ermine to be dragged
How mucn
past two decades.
who came to New Mexico to Invest In through political mud.
MEXICO.
NEW
FOR
PERIL
a
Is there any
Talk about bossism!
find thpn refused to put a confidence does a litigant have in
as
TAmnorAtin
idea
tariff,
a
hnR
ThA
of
whinti
ha
j ur m vuuu
state, is there any party, In which it
cent in them because New Mexico juuge
Demo-date- s
Mexico
New
in
defiant of
so
candithe
or
so
officials
approved
is so brazen,
flagrant,
yA nn rnmnulsnrv snraying law. They heard maligning
ruin
of political
opinion, as in the Democratio
parties from the cratic platform, would not only
public
did not care to hazard their money in
-party of New Mexico?
an orchard that might be rumea at stump or from tne street corner: iub
would bring disaster to buBl- Who owns the Democratic party?
tim
through the neglect of a win it nr,t hA with reluctance that . but it
There are five milwith a ness in general.
neighbor, so returned to Colorado the man with a grievance or
.
1
i
in
,1
tha
annual
umIm.
aueuii u
property or personal ngnt to oeienu
with their money."
THE REPUBLICANS AND GOOD
. Hb nr mnnl rnrndjctlon Is 20.000.000 pounds,
:
or to- uiaiumiu, ttii,iuoi.ucD
ROADS.
famithousand men with their
has
conduct
thirty
whose
court
a
personal
REAL DANGER.
11
. .
,
,. n- - enotananrA The Republican platform declares
j
j
ue urpeuu
wno u
a
n,u
been
juage
questionable;
MexTf thpA la anv dancer of New
But Republican
roads.
known to be drunk or who has and it would be bad enough if this de-o- r for good not confined
trn nnhllc landa beins! grabbed under
merely to plat
Is
if this
a bitter part in partisan strife dustry were wiped out, even
from
Is
The Republicans.
oc-th- e
declarations.
form
the new state government, it
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A LAWYERS' TICKET.
The law Is an honorable profession
The bar is an essential Institution.
But the Democratic ticket Is Just a
trifle overloaded with It in both senses
of the word.
W. C. McDonald, the candidate for
governor, la a lawyer, a corporation
lawyer,
for
O. N. Marron, the candidate
is a lawyer a corporation
lawyer.
W. R. McGill, the candidate for at
torney general, ot course, is a lawyer,
and his own party followers have accused him of being unduly friendly
to corporations.
Alvan N. White, candidate for superintendent of public Instruction, Is a
lawyer.
lor
Summers Burkhart, candidate
supreme Judge, is a lawyer. ;'Ahd ao
are- Richard H.'' Hanna 'and W.j A.
Dunn,- of course, and they hare re,presented' corporations.
candidate for
, Harvey B. Fergusson
Congress.' Is a lawyer, and be admitted
Convention
that
in the Constitutional
be represented corporations and rail
roads.
Eight places, as fsr as known, out
cf sixteen have been banded to lawyers. Surely, if elected, their clients,
the corporations and the special In
terests, will be In clover, when It Is
remembered that several other of the
candidates besides the lawyers, are
corporation employes and officers ot
corporations.
But It does not end there. The two
men slated for the U. S. Senate by
tbe Democratic bosses, Jones and
are lawyers. The state chairman and National committeeman of
the party Is a lawyer. The secretary
cf the state committee is a lawyer
add the treasurer of the state com
mittee is a lawyer. Three of the four
executive members are lawyers. And
the boss of the whole shooting match
who lives at El Paao In the state of
Texas, Is a lawyer not much of a lawyer, It Is true, but a lawyer, neverthe-Itss- ,
and a corporation man! '
It may be all right, but It is hard to
see where the people1 are being given
a chance of wliere they Would' get a
chance, If that sort of a ticket 1s elec-- .
',:
'
ted.
j
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"The Growth of the Protest," Is the strongest drawing crowd of the. whole
benefit chiefly of foreign wool grow- he Is registered and now Is the time Every charge, every statement and ed, he gained more by - his resolute
standB for everything that Is radical,'
.no "i
Ingratiating title ot a characteristic event.
ers and eastern manufacturers. They to do it There will be trouble enough every slander, the Journal-DemocrTbe conventions of Red Men,' extreme and demagogical In public
and successful fight for ' reciprocity, Albuquerque Journal editorial today.
remember the empty dinner pail of at the polls on election day on account offers' during this
campaign can be by his policy with Mexico by his stand It says that "one by one, Republican Knights of Pythias and other organi- life. The wilder and more chimerical
the American workingman all over of the cumbersomeness of tbe "Blue dlsproven and made ridiculous by sim- on the recall of Judges, and by the ar- weekly newspaper? are
a doctrine is, the more certain it Is
coming out In zations, as well as the meetings of
this country in 1893, and they are not Ballot," without squabbles over - tbe ply
from ilB own files, the bitration treaties than he lost by hia opposition," which of course, is a iie. ' the Dental and Pharmacy Boards, to secure Owen's approval; the more
pining for any more reform' of that right of a man to cast his ballot, pr inconsistencies of tbe past.
veto of the wool and woolens bill."
The Journal carefully refrains from with' other state gatherings to come ltldoka towards Socialism and chaos,
kind.
taking bis affidavit, The law for the
the more enthusiastic is Owen's en
Even the casual reader has discovno
the
has
lost
However,
president
giving the name of one Republican later in the week have brought, .large
"These are national issues, as well qualification of voters has not been ered by this time, that as
as a popularity In New Mexico by vetoing newspaper that Ib not supporting the additional numbers of visitors to theJ dorsement of it. '
long
Imstatethe
as local, and they are of double
changed by
enabling act or
man is with the Journal, he Is a saint, tbe woolen bill, for New Mexico Will
By all means, let us have Owen,
and there is good reason to be
Republican ticket. But there are such fair
portance to us now, because in' our hood legislation and remains tbe same the moment he uttera an opinion of stand
will to tell us how much we owe to the
by the party And the man who Democratic newspapers as the Otero lieve that tbe attendance record
new capacity of sovereign state, It as It was at the last election. Sec blB own, he is a gangster.
Democratic
for the blessings of
helps and protects its industries. Con County Advertiser, that hava come , be at least strained badly before the statehood. party
may fall to the lot of New Mexico to tion 1703, Compiled Laws, 1897, preLet us have Owen, to
tinues Harpers:
"That Is still their over to the Republican side. Yes, the week Is over.
decide tbe next presidential election scribes the qualification of a voter to
our
heathen minds on the InPRACTICAL
STATESMANSHIP.
greatest danger. They (the Demo giowth of the protest against Demo-or to determine the policies of con- be: "He shall be a citizen of the Unit
comparable beauties of political purMOB
because
RACE
Holm O. Bursum crats, cannot too often repeat to them- cratic boss rule Ib
BETWEEN
Probably,
matters ed States of the age of 21 years, shall had so
to these
widespread, but It
gress in regard
Let us have
ity In Oklahoma.
hard a time to make his own selves: 'Remember what happened Is not
AND THEIR INTENDED VICTIM,
remarkable, it is quite natural,
six
which are so vital to our welfare and have resided In the territory
Owen, to expound to us from his wonway in the world, that he believes to the Wilson bill!""
Into
ofconsideration.
taking everything
months, in the county wherein he
prosperity."
that the children of
Ten Autos Chasing Buzz Wagon In derful store of knowledge and wisdom
fers to vote, three months, and in the should have tbe best New Mexico
the abstruse doctrines of Republican
there is to be
Which 8herlff Is Taking ' -Who
is
L.
J.
Democratic
Emerson,
30
preceddays, Immediately
DO
THEY GET THE precinct
WHERE
government in which we are so vitally
had In the way of schools and educa candldr.te fnr land cnmmlHRinnflr? Thii tory, the revolution It would bring of
to Jail. ",:
Negro
the
election."
The
registration
lng
the uncertainties and strife
MONEY?
interested.
tion,
unrougn tne enorts or Delegate
77
7JV
ewn the necessity,
that WUld
Pure! Hurry up with Owen. Al
would :nan
That the Democratic state commit boards must begin tnelr sessions 30 W. H. Andrews, the Republican Con-- 1 funeral like
S. C, Oct. 10. SomeaLcompany'
hia
Greenville,
Democratic
about
before
shall
at
meet
papers
election,
days
slush
of
a
secured
of
has
tee
Herald.
the
fairly large
business, the ruin
stagnation
gress that passed
where between this place and Spart- - buquerque
L te. Enabling Act Pedigree, Is ominous,
ses-- 1
has not been wool
:
fund and that it is concentrating its least three days from the- first
for
and President Taft who
many
Industry, bankruptcy
o
S. C, an automobile chase is In
'
..a
Is from
he
j aburg,
whether
i established
ui
j..,
diiu
C.
0iuu
on
AnninA
W,
one
jet
lucicniic,
o
Ul.
t9tt;i;
man,
this
businessmen
anu
oaiuiun;
the
indefinite
Capt.
expenditure
delay
with the life ot a negro at SHOT TRYING TO KIDNAP Kddy or Curry county. ' Can it be of the material benefits
McDonald, its candidate for governor, until ten days before election between
that everyone progress
domain of school lands, ""'"I"
BEAUTY FROM HAREM.
which
'"
"'
In an effort to defeat Holm O. Bur- the hours of 9 a. m. and noon and 2 to the Republican party has pledged It- that he too Is a lawyer, 9r "lat he too expected and has the right to expect, stake.
The negro Is being taken to' Spart-sum, is no longer a secret. Neither t p. m. The board shall be in session self to hold Inviolate to tbe uses for Is connected with lands, tl'iit perhaps, from the coming of statehood.
Rlza
General
,
Pasha Killed Instantly1
he Is the president or 'secretary of
enburg to escape 'ten automobiles full
is It a secret that the source of the on the tenth day before election and which It Is granted.
In bis address
Every businessman, every capitalist, nf mn' wfcn will mn,.1.,At1w
By palace Guard at Constan- m.
6
close
the
lists
at
some
p.
or
comnanv
townslte
some
of
registration
money Is such as to make the honest
at Wagon Mound, Mr. Bursum dwelt
"' '
every student of public affairs, knows nlm if
tlnople.
He was rushed ;from
other concern Interested Jn lauds and this to be a
caught.
"
man of the Democracy ashamed of its Such are the simple provisions for especially on the need
10.
Oct.
and
L
re- Vienna,
of
manual
the
that
election
has
Word
fact,
been
' Anderson by officers after being . ar-o- f
registration and the qualifications for training schools and the need of waters? Perish the thought, there
use.
celved
here
the Republican ticket on November
that
General
Rlze
Pasha
(
reBted fc an
to be one man on the Uemocrab
Tbe money by which It is boped to voting.
while trying to carry away a beauty
leHcuuig uuys me ruuiments ot scien-- i ought
this of the
They beat the mob back into
elect McDonald comes from a foreign
tide farming.
There Is constructive' 10 tlck6t who ,ree troal th8 Influ
J
royal Turkish harem at Con...
,
...
ii
of
ences,
he
commissioner
l
The state of Wnshlnglon In tha cen statesmanship In his ldeaa.
syndicate!
public
The New
of the new state.
stantinople, was challeneged by a
prisoner to another machine "and da-- , guard and, upon
Wb" does it come from a foreign sus year raised more than $05,000,000 Mexican knows, for instance, that one lands, of all officials,
should keep
falling to reply, Was
."'
Because that syndicate worth of field crops, or more than of the fondest dreams of Archbishop himself clear of those entangling al- DI8MIS8AL OF INDIAN
parted.
,
syndicate?
shot and killed.
needs the public lands of New Mexl enough to buy up everything in New Pltaval Is to establish an Industrial liances, those special interests that
AfiFNT IA HVCn
co not for tbe homesteader, not for, Mexico including railroads, mills, fac- - school In Santa Fe.
.BORDEN MINISTRY TAKE8 hi ,, in v. DE8 MOINE8 CITY RAILWAY
There are loom so large on the Democratic
the settler and farmer, not for the torles, mines, farms, livestock, banks, thoughtful men elsewhere, all over ticket.
CHARGE OF CANADA,
8TRIKE BREAKS TOMORROW.
Washington, D. C Oct. 9. The lm-- !
small cattleman or sheepman but for! real estate. If the assessment returns the territory, who believe that New
"
mediate dismissal from the govern-- '
m: i i
of
Of
Its great droves of cattle.
wealth
state.
The
Mexico's
this
Journal Democrat, let us re- ment service of James B. Alexander,'
represent the
greatest employment Is to
Ottawa, Ont., 10. The Borden mln-o- f
Dps Moines, In., Oct. 10. Des
It has sought to hide behind the the total $5,000,000 Is credited to cer train Its young men and its young member, also made a few remarks
the Pima Indian agency near Phoe- - "trjr was Bworn In today by the gov-ni- Moines City Railway
employes were
fact that a few leaders of the Republl- - eals, more than $17,000,000 to forage, women to maintain themselves at the about Felix and the Trlb-Cit- .
when
Ariz., has been asked of fiecrerno'; general and the first sitting of today ordered to
on strike at 10:30
can party have leased about 7,000 $3,000,000 to potatoes, and $665,000 to highest point of efficiency.
With a Felix ran the prize yellow 'Journal of tary of the Interior Fisher by the the cabinet is being held this after-India- n o'clock tomorrow go
morning by the ex.
school policy that has this practical them all.
acres of grazing land, some of which hops.
noon.
Rights' Association,
.!,.';; ecutlvn board of the union,
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BANNER WEEK OF 8EA80N
fiutle straw hat, gay with a red, White SEPTEMBER WAS WARM
way went young Severlano to bis Francisco was not looked for.
IN CATTLE RECEIPTS
AND FAIRLY WET.
While I was wondering what would aud blue ribbon, threatening atlemp-- j
"papa," told him ot the Btranger and
then climbed into the wagon to assist happen, and half wishing I had stayed, ted to pull a gun from some part of.
Thirty-On- e
Thousand Head Arrives
at.'thtbeall and make any explana. iu Santa Fe, the outer door was open- - his sweating body. Then something Excess ot Temperature Generally
Wlndi Were Light and 8un- at Kansas City Stockyards
tlons should the benighted Oringo ed by one of the rainbows I had seen happened so quickly that my head
'
Normal.
Don
not
the
Francisco said
shine Below
on Monday.
lady not be able to graBp the situa- none ot them as yet and following fairly spun.
her came the "papa," the "mama" a word nor did he lay his hand on the
tion.
ana
warm
he
but
was
walked
ft
ruffian
ot
more
the
Kansas Cltv Stock Yards Out. 11.
slowly
A most delightful hour passed, in and some
rainbows, each burly
September, 1911,
she toward the door and before he was fairly wet month, notabie tor the lack La8t week wa, tne tanner week of the El Pa$0 Sends Personal Rep
which I learned how delicate a cour bearing a smoking dish which
Character Sketch of Naranjo, tesy could be conveyed without a solemnly placed on a little parlor half way across the space that divid- oT maraea variations iu wmireiwium, season In cattle receipt.) here, S3.000
resentative to Invite
Now Governor of the
suggestion of obligation accompany- table over which was thrown a strip ed them the Apache was out through and for the general absence of dam head, Including 10,000 calves, but the
remained present week promises to ecllpsa It,
the patio, on his horse and over the aging frosts. Temperatures
In a few words the
ing it.- - , The Mexican will offer you o' fine linen.
Santa Fe
S
Santa Claras
made apology for the affront meadows, toward his reservation. The comparatively even from day to day, The run today is 31,000 head, includ- his house. "In casa es tuya Senora,"
titand most of the stations bad a compar- - inn 2.000 show cattle to lie exhibited
but' there Is In the proffered hospital put upon me and said it would not remaining braves gutturaled and
Once the tribal rite tered and that was the last ot Apache atlvely small range in temperature for at the R0yai,
ATTEND
WILL
ity ,a shadow of a suggestion that you happen again.
price, eirjed 0ff a nt GOV. MILLS
VISIT ON ANNUAL
FEAST DAY are especially honored; Don Francis-co's- , hospitality was observed he was un- Insolence.
It was a meek and chas- the month. A slight cool period, tie last week after
the early session
who
of
braves
tened
octo
entertain
accepted
no
der
further obligation
bevy
which was, however not general,
0n Wednesday, and good beef stexrs
bidding to the coming feast had
none ,pf. that; enough for blm, and the gang that was that very moment Francisco's Invitation to sit at meat curred on the 9th, a lecond one from came m for a, much loss , anything,
- and Las Vegas
as
to
ever,
and
Are
apparently.
Romance
Hungry
for
"tata"
again.
a
that
to
bring
"wheesky."
yelling
Glory
Patting bis quiet little wife, Catallna,
the ,18th
the 20th, andrtbe mopth 1B ,0 2s cents; Enouh 'llferB'fr6:n Albuquerque
JSm
J
them"
-Not
o
their
any
they
gorged
obtaining
stromas .wJahe4.T'tie.wltnes
W,W
the country came ln t hold .itocHMt, - wvblTVU
w'her. Mt.in
h Away Among the Pueblot
warlike antics nided
j-,t
patrqn-aalridance. I understood that selves with food, leaving the table cqRtrst
por M
, .for Parade.
,be f00ineu
,t
OJ,,,,1
of the Rio Grande
..
-I wai to be an inmate ot taelri.nome:; only i when.- every plate was licked, in,iay netore.., ,.
.
rloi prolpngedi There was an - flay, tome sales lOlower,' Bulk ot ihoi'- ", Jf ..; s "!
'.f a .:
'm
via , . ;)
In explanation I will
much was my. surprise when ..Saver-- literally, clean.
wmie tney (were eaung a curious, excesB 0l temperature generally, with
v
lnii
rnm .iW-- '
th .tt. nt N.w Mex- ar,,
In
ot
Lob
Olive
Angeles lano came In from, .the leoUool; a few say I had eaten my young chicken, thing happened;
Several women,
Ennit Hite,
(By
narrow etrtpi along . Seventy-fiv- e
the exception xif
cars
Old Mexico steers ico will be officially represented at the
TImes.1
.
u
days later and made me a visit, dur and, tice,.; had recovered from my ter- the tribe appeared at the door. Fran; the Continental Jjiwae trom nortnern are on 8aie m08ty direct from rhe Re- - statehood celebration to oe held In El
viSuh" Francisco Naranlo. exiGove(nk which,, he told me with a solemn- -' ror, and ventured Into the sala granae cIboo invited 'them In and pointed to Rio Arriba county to public, some from Kansas. They sell Paso on October 19, 20, and 21 by
'nor of Santa Clara,, pueblo, an,,Jndinnj 1ty'Jbat ,rjia,d.e, ofv the telling a cere whereri-wft- e
completely ignored and the unoccupied table for them to sit northern Valencia, where a slight de- - at 3 ,80 t0 4 35 01d
Mexco, Irom Governor William J, MHIb, Adjutant
Village on the upper Rio Grande of mony, mat nis "papa ana nis oroioer where I watched the creatures feed, nnd be waited upon,
Suddenly one ficlency occurred. The exceBB in the Eastern Colorado sold
at 4.15. Pan- - General A. S. Brookes and Colonel W.
New Mexico, Is a "gentleman of the te8)de"rio, were very buay putting up speculating whether they were an of the noisiest of the young men threw
southern and the eastern- handle two year olds of good breeding A . Fleming Jones of the governor's
over their forefathers nis arm upward covering bis eyes and central, the
old school."
For many, many yean A' casa tor me.
It about took my improvement
counties amounted to a degree or more sold at 15.26 today, to feeder- - buyers, staff. Governor Mills will go to El
be bat been one of the head men1 of breath and I said so. "Oh no, It was and mothers whom I had often seen rlBlng from the 'table, rushed frantlcal- - a
day, reaching a maximum of three a snjpment of Akard feedere, from Paso on Thursday, the 18th, and will
At the some mo
the tribe; a wise lawgiver, a dignified nothing,"
and the papa and the tearing the warm meat from fresh kil- ly from' the room.
to five degrees a day In the lower Montrose, Colorado, told today et participate in the governor's day par- raw.
It
carcasses
and
led
a
low
women
bolting
ment one of the
gave
- .A
.
.1
..
judge and a loyal citizen ot bis pueblo. mama would- soon be coming to Santa
.. . . ,
T3An
lnn.A Din nanA Vol. . o.iu
mi ..4.ii. top nauves
are still aae, review ana grana Dan wnicn
ant
He' Is the exponent of a type .. fast Tv to' buy- the furnishings! And It I saw no Improvement.
crv of dismay and bolted for the kit- and ln the eaBtern Pornon of Col- - eligible In the 18.00 figure, but only a to be given ln his honor and in honor
ley8'
mat-Lo-lltInearth
,on
the
the
New
Mexican
what
in
mor
i,
hgn
In the afternoon the rainbows
disappearing
happened Just that way.. Could
Union.
Chihun-honesThe
northern
Iax
few
ln
cattle get up to $7.50, bulk of the of the visiting executives from
t
county ai
His broad,,
dian communities, before the "civilis- tal' matt show a finer hospitality than
and some ter?" I asked Francisco
Luplta,, Josephita
He hesi-- l luh waB Prol,abIy th warmeat day of- fed steers stop at 7.00, top native hua, Sonora and other Btates of Jtex-...ofacetwas a study
We made.
On the morning of the 11th others, took me visiting.
ing" process that has been going Dn that?
rethe
'he
to
bulk
highest
month, although
With
grassere 17.10,
$5.50
Governor
$0.50. Ico.
Richard
then .aid
a, mnitipnt
When but a lad while Severlano, resplendent in tine raln-me- presumably, calls of ceremony, but
for years.
trom the Quarantine receipts are heavier than a Sloan of Ariiona. Governor Mills will
.
o wht.nor. "That min nrottv near corded occurred variously
i
i
,v,
yet bearing his family name he was
presented himself at Dona
to
to
week
th
11th
the
or
16th,
two
a
8th,
and,
but
and
head
will
will
be
ago,
of
honor
the guest
good many
and she must
to act as my knight for the smiles and low speech to each other saw his mother-in-laplaced by a longheaded "papa" in the
'
on other be carried on to feed, and runa from the civic
parade which Is to be. the fea- The men have gotten a glimpse of him as he 22d to the 24th, and even
keeping of Don Pedro Delgada,!ot ensuing three days. The train that miKht mean welcome.
On that source are not threatening. Steers ture of governors' day.
Santa Fe, a rich merchant In , the puffed Itself hoarse as It climbed the would talk to me in heBltating Mexi- - shot out of the oor. "Mala suerte! dates in parts of the territory.
other hand, the lowest tempera- - Bell at $4.00 to $4.75, a few up to
invitations have been sent to all of
plaza, whose long wagon trains creat- rocky sides of the canyons that led can but the women and children mala suerteh" About the worst luck the
can come to a family to' have a ture most commonly occurred on the $5.25, which Is the top today. Pan- - the state officials and a large number
ed over the old trail a long time, be- to the green valleys of San Juan, San-t- e simply would not utter a word, ,
and hffTwife's mother meet 21st. although a tew localities record- handle cows brina I3.KO to It .10 and nf the learilnz hnslnesa and nrnfession.
fore the Santa Fe banded It with ribClara' and Espanola, finally losing though they could speak the language
anA tho stthor
folvaa a pa RA ml mAn nl Canto
From the City of Holy itself somewhere in the stretches ot well, and showed by their bright eyeff face to face. r Not the Apaches alone prf ttiA lnwofit lnrnllv nn thA Idt 11th. arfl rnmlnir freolv
bons of steel.
i cents lower than a week
ago, top veals cities of the state to attend the cele- Faith to Kansas City, Leavenworth the Great River that wandered oft Into gay laughter and general friendliness have this superstition; the Navajos, 18th to the 20th' 23rd and 29th.
Rainfall.
$7.25, heavy calves around $5.44. The batlon and Jubilee which is being giv- the little brown boy tramped ,, the Colorado,' stopped among the sage that they understood me and my 'also, fear the .evil eye of the woman,
The rainfall of the month averaged expected shortage In cattle next en by El Paso as a coming out party
weary miles times unnumbered. . Ion brush long enough to let us out. It Spanish was not above reproach while she, poor soul, 1b terrified lest
is apt to be discounted by an for New Mexico and Ariiona.
the desert he learned the ways of the was but a few hundred yards to the; either.
Evening drew nigh. I sat. she bring disaster upon her daughter's slightly abqve normal.. Four ratber-'sprinshower periods, occurred; the "extra number of cattle being carried querque is planning to send a symbolic
:Th.e,i Strata
Mexican; in the cities of the,"Gringo" outskirts of the pueblo, but J gasped down to a bountifnl Bupiref' 'with 'the .family.
Jo "at Is the ease ,la all. the; pueblo?- -' firstfrom the 3rd, tp tfte 6th; the sec over this fall, a practice that is more float. from the Montezuma parade for
he learned some.ojher things not all again when Severlano pointed to a family. Just1 at Iight"have'liIoni
hdtisehold In"1' iie' have deteriorated In character, since ond,.from the 8,tf;i,he' 10th;. the or less general.
the
good, nor wholly, bad, as his exemp- newly built adobe on the very fringe; any
pageant which will close
to. tbe 20th, and
ne day wnen " th I'Griagos" were third, from the,-14When grown ot the outermost garden of the settle- "States" and Do Frauds
told
The hog market acted more credita- - the statehood celebration on Saturday,
lary life gives1 witness,
to - man's estite the pueblo '' called ment' and proudly announced "Those something of h'?ApacheS'V who "'so'! tew In the land;, they .are; tainted the last, from the 26th to the.close of bly last week than for a long time, Oct. 21. The Santa Fe railroad is also
' him, arid' among ts dusky maidens ha are your house." ' He did not offer to fearfully harried dhem in the old" daj4.with commerclalismv and, terminate the month, The central and the north-- ; but it declined a little at that. The contemplating tbe shipment
of' the
'
drunken orgies, unlesj the goyern-years- . western counties quite generally had battle between sellers and buyers is .statehood float from Albuquerque for
The establishing of a show me my new house, that was to and wer. such a nulsarloi':ifli lafejr
found' a mate.
one
I toitthimtt the young! ment police are vigilant. ..At this
an excess in precipitation, while the not all
home among his people, taking his be the pleasant duty of bis lather
as it has been for this parade. Las Vegas, through its
soldier who with a handtul of men the pueblo was well looked after and extreme southern, the northeastern two or three months,, but salesmen (Commercial Club, is arranging for an
place in the estufa and speaking as ana mother
a
made
and
maidens
men
him
.
the needs of the village moved
placed In charge of the tribe, how the young
and the southeastern showed a Blight often gain a victory. Prices are up agricultural and resources float which
lt wag mldlJay when W9 8tepped In. waa
as they wove a fantas-on- e
he soon became a leader and a leader,
deficiency, greatest in the lower Rio 6 to 10 cents above the lew time last will be made a part of the permanent
the
lnclosure that trouble arose and how he was found pretty picture
t()
over
the
forth
and
back
.
tic
to
the
be
almost
and
pattern
roadside,
be has continued
through
day, dying by
Grande valley, and in localities in Col- week, and the market quit with a lit. exhibit of the El Paso Chamber ot
n. IJie
nte, tha
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photo-"OlNo
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war
son
of
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chief
the
"Before the
burning
a half century.
Pedro,
great
fax and northern Union,- - Guadalupe, tie bloom left on it. Fewer pigs are 'Commerce at tbe close of the celebra
e
mmg Catauna met me
Kanlaehe" flying to the tnacces- - graph that 1 have seen gives an
road come" pueblo government and M tne door 0, & ,ong room ,he (Walla
Roosevelt and Chaves counties. The coming than a short Jtlme ago, and tion. Santa Fe Is also being trged to
"1 quate idea of the grace of their slow
canons of the mountainB.
were admlnHsteted of whlch were
excess occurred In San Juan they are 50 cents higher then a week send a representative float to the jupueblo Justice
hung wlth well.execut.
of the Indian greatest
strictly according to the views of the a engravlng8 and lltn0graph8. all of fear them now," I said, "as much as stepping to the rhythm
and Rio Arriba counties, where the ago, telling at $4.25 to $0.50. '
bilee and the matter has been taken
of
the
dancers,
1 did when they left me alone ln the drum nor the beauty
with changed them
people themselves;
month is usually comparatively dry. ?Sheep and lambs were uneven last up with the Chamber ot Commerce
'
telIgl0UB ln tneir nature and all
"You need A few years more and the pueblo will
world
with
boy."
my
conditions and new Ideas creeping, in, ,n ood
baby
terin
the
but
Two
stations
all
of
the
end
were
not
with this In view.
ln
week,
Nearby
parts
tables, the length have no
Ugle
.
fear In Santa Clara," Naran- - have ceased to embody any tribal ritory showed marked variation in pre- changed any to mention. The run is
the office ot the governor became no .......
h
wopo
Norman M. Walker, ot the El Paso
ceremonials
his
In
dlBSen"none
public
Jo
of tie boyai mystery
proudly said;
sinecure. Schisms developed,
anfl uld w,th 8llyer gaM &nd
Herald and a member of the Statecipitation, indicating the local charac- 18,000 today; market steady.
co(h
Top
to
continue
he
but
eswill,
do
who
are
here
probably,
more
dare
than
the
in
fighttlon arose and the juntas
lambs brought $6.15 today, from Utah, hood Celebration Executive commit
ter of the showers.
chn a q( exceent quallty and
Into unseeml '
among themselves, or with some of paint his body and caper around the
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the City of Toledo, County and State school inspection- trip to the southern ed his health. Las Vegas Optic.
a lot of concocted slush, hatched up where it belongs, lct it be a part of
voted to the annual convention of the,
another prom,.
GreBorlo padm
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay school districts. He will visit Cerril- John A. Laughlin, the Trinidad con by a little coterie of disappointed po the fixed charges of the corporation New Mexico Dental Society so that
Democrati both of whom are at
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL los, Madrid, Golden, San Pedro. Heyer, tractor, is at the Palace.
litical hypocrites to cover up the un Provide that recovery can be made
Albuquerque will entertain a large the hfiad of ,ftrge fam,IIe(i declared
a
- holy alliance in
LARS for each and every case of Ca - yeJu
to
were
Reber
Justify
seeking
Mrs.
passenand
of
without
Dr.
the
Cedar
Otto,
necessity
employing number of the leading dentists of the
Grove,
Bachelor,
the,r allegance to the Rpubllcan party
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use Stanley and Gallsteo. He will be gers this morning for Albuquerque.
sacrifice of principle for pottage,
counsel and without delay.
state all the week. Yesterday there henceforth.
.
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Misnamed.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mountgone several days.
Providing Homes.
were reported three candidates for
FRANK J. CHENEV.
Sheriff and Mrs. Charles Closson ed Police, Is' In Albuquerque for fair The opposition ticket has been mis
coun
believe
New
the
of
I
land
ln
the
that
censeB to practice dentistry
ELD UNDER $300 BAIL
Sworn to before me and subsciibej and daughter, May, and Mrs. F, P. time.
named. I understand it is to be off- try is here to be utilized to
provide Mexico and theoretical and practical
qN BURGLARY CHARGE.
known
in my presence, this 6th day of Decern Sturges left this morning In au.
as the Democratic homes and create taxable wealthA. R. Lambert, an automobile sales- - icially
the
board
the
work will keep
busy
Charged with burglary, Rodrlgo Es.
ber. A. D., IMS.
tomoblle for Albuquerque to attend man of Anderson, Indiana, Is at the' ticket and Its platform Is all "hollor more homes, more children, more hap first half of tne
tne
week,
practical Carigo was arraigned in Justice Mc- A. W..GLEASON,
than thou" men. Now, It seems to me
(Seal)
the fair. Mrs. Sturges will be the Palace hotel
and more prosperity,
work being In progress ln the office Clintock's court at El Paso and hold
Charles W. Fairfield, assistant ter- that the proper name for the ticket piness
Notary Public guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hall In
I think the
ot the state ln
to the grand Jury under $300 bond.
Halls Catarrh Cure is taken intern, the Duke City.
ritorial auditor, la ill at his home on should have been the "Ticket of dealing with policy lands should be of Dr, E. J. Alger.
public
Escarglo was alleged to have made
Angels." Imagine the presentation most liberal toward the homeseeker
Will C. Barnes, former New Mexico College Avenue. '
ally, and acts directly en the blood
The best plaster. A piece of flan.1 an attempt at burglarizing the store
and mucous surfaces of the system legislator and. secertary of the Cattle
Miss Anne Walker of Alhambra, by the archangel for classification and homebullder.
Chamberlain's 0f the Tuttle Paint and Glass oompany
While reckless nel dampened with
MrB.'of such angelic characters as Burk- Send for testimonials free.
Sanitary Board, has Just returned to Calif., is visiting her sister,
statements have been made that there Liniment and bound on over affected in broad daylight,
He was captured
F. J. CHENEY ic CO., TOLEDO, O Washington, D. C from bis western Frank P. Newhall.
(hardt, E. C. de Baca, Frank Manza. is
danger of a Republican clique grab parts is far superior to a plaster and after a hot chase by' officer Benson,
Postmaster E. C. Burke has gone to nares, Jr and the most glorious of
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
He spent the past few months
trip.
own
much.
For
as
A companion who vas with him ca
per- costs only
all of the lands for their
Take Hall's Family Pills for const! gathering wool statistics for the Tar- Albuoueraue to attend the postmast- - them all Paz Valverde. What would bing
leaped.
Saint Peter say? I will not under, sonal benefit, this proposition la as ab. ssis by all dealers,
iff Commission, by which he is em- - er"s reunion there.
patton.
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an energetic campaign. Chairman A. pie crust, and the hungry scramble vention when It calls them "a motley
A. Jonei of the central committee, for- for office knew no limit or no friends crowd of bosses, under-bosseand
mer Governor W. T. Thornton and in Melrose, when once the polls were
NEWMEXICO POLITICS AND POLITICIANS other
spokesmen for corporawell known Democrats were at open. Melrose Enterprise.
tions and land grabbers; county po
the headquarters this morning.
Mr.
liticians on sale for the highest bid
Janes said that as soon as the com
Democratlo Judicial Ticket.
der; and office seekers from every
mittee gets down to work a reply to
The Democrats of Santa Fe, San part of New Mexico." Now, we don't
Colonel Venceslao Jaramlllp's
letter Juan and Rio Arriba counties, have know just what sort of men the two
In the New Mexican office last even cf appeal to keep the judiciary of both not
yet gotten together on a Judicial factions In Bernalillo county tent up
Otero County Republican!,
out
of politics and off the ticket for the district. E. 8. White to Las Vegas, but If we are to be
Otero county Republicans will meet lug, In the presence of several gen' parties
will
made.
be
That Is beginning rather stump
head, a. Baptist preacher and lawyer guided in our own Judgment by the
at Alamogordo on October 7 to noml-Dat- e tiemen.
Poor Little Orphans.
early In the game and Indicates that
of San Juan county had been Blated sweet epithets the members of those
a county ticket.
The spectacle of the little band of for the Judgeship, but several Demo factions are In the habit of applying
before November 7, the election of
the entire Republican ticket will be
"Progressives" going val crats who class themselves as Pro to each other then every mother's
The Klink of the Dollar.
lantly up to Santa Fe and holding a gressive Republicans,
objected and son of them deserves to be visited
The press dispatches from Santa conceded.
convention" while the Democratic desired to endorse the Republican with the Journal's severest
dis
Fe lay that Fergusson'a Bpeech IndiIn
convention Is
session in the same nominee. Pressure is being brought pleasure.
Democ-atl- c
But we are loth to believe
Central Committee
cated an Invitation to the "progresa
speech from High rpon J. H. Crist to accept the nom- that the members of either delegation
The Democratic Central Committee city, hearing
sive" to Join with the Democratic
Priest Hagerman, passing a few reso ination for district attorney.
are as black as they are painted.
party In making a ticket.
"Fergy" organized lat evening by electing A. lutions and then
At any rate the delegates elected
sitting back to wait
For full particulars
has heard that the "surgers" have A. Jones of Las VegaB chairman for for the
Democratic
to
to
strike
Andrews'
Favors
lightning
Plan,
represent Socorro county at the
An executive commit
money.
Welcome, thrice welcome the territory.
is perhaps the moat humorous
them
like
would
to
see
don't
"I
the
convention
Re Republican
really
really
are dollars to the leaders of the un - tee ' fo,,r was named to consist ol
feature bo far of a campaign which publicans of New Mexico submit the deserve the almost unkind things the
armur oengman, or Santa Fe; W. B.
terrified hosts. Raton Range.
has furnished many
ludicrous Inci Senatorshlp to a primary," said Mr. Journal has said about them in Its
I Walton
of Silver Cityj. Granville A
dents.
address Desk 90
Let us see. Of
Andrews, "for that would be the near sweeping assertion.
Richardson of Roswell, and Isaac
District Conventions.
Even the Industrious press agent of est approach to election by the people, the seventeen delegates
from this
iJr. G. Renniger of Oscuro, has been Barth of Albuquerque. This commit. the
working overtime e. reform that Is being widely demand- county, five were office holders, to be
nominated for the House by theDem - Jtee will select a secretary and head- - to fill"Progressives"
the columns of their organ, the ed.
No Republican should object to sure, but they are gentlemen concernocrats for the counties of Socorro, quarters and is empowered to fill any
with something going before the people of his party ing whose official conduct no breath
Otero and Lincoln. The district con vacancies that may occur on the tick that will make their
A special offer open to those who
fiasco look and letting them make the choice at of suspicion, to our knowledge, ever
little
writ, at onoa.
vention for Sandoval, McKlnley and et. Each member of the executive like a
This can be done If the has been uttered.
dignified gathering, can not the polls.
Of the reBt of the
Bernalillo counties, and for Sandoval, committee Is to reside at headquarters obscure the
fed
humor of Republican Territorial Central Com- delegates, six were prosperous stockSan Juan and Bernalillo counties will and give his entire time to the work, a the situation. Irrepressible
Albuquerque Herald, mittee will order It. Then New Mex-- men of excellent standing In their re- meet at Albuquerque on Monday fore - particular department or the work to Pecos
Valley Pleaaed With Ticket. Ico will be right In line with the other spectlve communities, three were
be assigned to each member.
ORGANIZING 8UNDAY SCHOOLS
The delegates to the Republican states that have recognized the rights miners, and three were successful ALARMED BY DIVERSION
TO CANADIAN PORTS.
'
IN NEW MEXICO.
convention at Las Vegas returned of the people to select Senators."
this is a fair
business men.
If
In Charge of Press Bureau.
Fort Sumner Republican Club,
Sunday night and have been giving Quay County Times.
sample of the delegations from the
The executive committee of the ReResolution passed by Fort Sumner the side lights of the big pow wow
A, L. Tales, state representative
of
various counties of New Mexico then Astounding Figures of Warehousing
W.
chosen
has
F.
publican party
Capacity for the 1911
the American Sunday School Union
Republican Club at its meeting on today.
who Hagerman's Fort It Misrepresentation the Journal owes an Immediate apo- George Fried enbloom,
the
of
to
Herald
Crop.
Albuquerque
Brogan
October 3.
has developed into one of the rankest
lor New Mexico, has been spending a
When
Hagerman In his logy to a very large majority of the
The report of Consul General John few
take charge of the Press Bureau. He
in' the speech at Albuquerque grossly and members of the Las Vegas conven- We, the members of the Fort Sum- Republicans In town, was
days in Santa Fe In the interest of
JoneB
was formerly on the New Mexican, ner
'
has
which
Winnipeg
the work, that of the oldest Sunday
Republican Club, do hereby reaf- bunch. Today, he said:
rankly abused District Attorney John, Hon and to an equally large majority alarmed the
has been on the Albuquerque Journal firm our
of
Board
Trade
Chicago
was
Bchool Boclety on tbe lobe
It
the largest and most en E. Griffith, "chosen as the one man of the "decent" voters of New Mexl
He ha
allegiance and devotion to the
shows the astounding rate at which
and was chief clerk of the Legislative
of the great Republican thusiastic as well as the moet har out of 303 delegates to present the co who elected them.
organlwd Blneteen Sunday Bchool8 ,n
of the northwest
and
be- Council. He Is a
a principles
are
monious
the
of
convention
col
of
Bursum
durl
In
In
O.
the
name
the
H.
nomination
K!
tne
The language quoted from
party, through whose administration
t eleyen
history
Canadian elevators. monthB. Rev. T. M. Harwood of Albu- among
newspaper of affairs this nation has attained un- New Mexico.
general favorite
All the former govern for the
governorship," he Bhould umns of the Journal Is picturesque
men.
ors of the territory who are now alive, have remembered
that he himself pyrotechnic, in fact but It is too ex- ed to
bounded prosperity.
meet the big demand caused d
We denounce the Democratic party except Mr. Fergusson, the Democrat. while governor urged Mr. Griffith to travagant to produce any conviction hv th
thre 8l,anlsn
chooIs during the
tm..in.
Fifth Judicial District Primaries.
were all the former delegates accept an appointment as district at- except the conviction that It Is Insin
as an exponent of lalse promises and
.. .... m""h of September, his first month
The Tote cast In the Judicial pri
except M. Fergusson, the Democrat. torney of this Judicial district. The cere.
with the American Sunday School
There is a limit to which a h,-f- c. I . . v..
In Eddy, tendencies toward the demoralization All
maries of the Democrats
showed good Judgment "newspaper may rightfully go In dis- uvu&ui, uui u au auuuuuueuiciu tuai
supreme justices of the territory
of stable government, as it has devel"e "i80 rSanlzed n SP"- the
Canadian
Northern
will
railway
Chaves, Curry and Roosevelt counties,
Mr.
were
there except Judge Pope, who when he offered
Griffith the ap- play of its rhetorical fireworks, and
cnurcn- - ,ne &ocl,y Burlng
increase
the
of
shortly
was as follows: For Judge, John T. oped at the present day principles, sent a telegram of
shortage
plant
y
he
shows
unpardon-abl- the Journal certainly "far overstepped
regret. Delegate pointment but
which, if effective, would disrupt the
its elevators at Port Arthur.
,F "
t,oi ouuuajr
McClure, of Roswell,
poor taste In misrepresenting the limit," when it applied the lanbusiness institutions of the coun- Andrews received the heartiest ap
ni
"The Canadian Northern elevators "cnools
"ers gathered
2869; George L. Reese of Portales, great
of anyone and It took seven and abusing him now. Socorro Chief- guage quoted without discrimination
plause
In seventy-fiv- e
churches
with over
and
try
dissatisfabout
at
Port
bring
Arthur
are
general
already the largProhibitionist, 2377; McClure'B ma
minutes to restore order after his ap- tain,
to a body of men the large majority
action and panic.
est In the world and have a total stor-ag- e 9,000 members.
...
jority, 492. For district attorney, Ken
was a popular
as
Mr.
were
honest?
of
Bursum
whom
fully
pearance.
fully
We desire to thank the loyal, patricapacity of 7,000,000 bushels,'
neth K. Scott of Roswell,
man with the convention, also. It is
as intelligent, fully as decent, and
Merely Another Democratlo Lla.
;
otic citizens of New Mexico, in publlo
said Consul General Jones In his spe- JOHNSON APPLIES FOR
2,73s-- H. M. Dow of Roswell
Rethe strongest ticket that the
been stated by Captain Bujac fully as patriotic as an equal number
has
It
WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS.
Prohibitionist, 2,347; Scott's majority, life who assisted in bringing about publicans have ever put out and is Jn his Biefches
the of men in any other political party cial report to Washington. "They
throughout
statehood, and we especially thank our made up of the best vote getters in county that the five counties of Ber- In New Mexico or anywhere else. The consist of an original structure and
Attorney for W. E. Johnson,
two annexes. The receiving capacity
esteemed president, William H. Taft,
ew Mexico.
nalillo, Chaves, Eddy, Grant and San very extravagance and recklessness is 40
Johnson, held to the grand
without whose aid and determination,
carB, shipping capacity 120 cars,
three-fourth- s
Pulled Off Torres,
cona
terof
was
of
the
har
and
the
"Eeverything
peace
Miguel pay
language quoted betrays
Jury for criminal libel under $3,000
The Democratic steam roller re- Btatehood would have been Impossi- mony from start to finish. The Pecos ritorial taxes.
This is as much error sciousness that the cause In which It and cleaning capacity 15 cars per Dond- - made
application yesterday af- ceived another Jolt yesterday, and the ble, and we desire further to express valley had 31 delegates and they as many other statements eminatlng is used is a forlorn and a hopeless hour. Each house has 80 circular
tunks and 63 Intermediate spaces, and,1600" for wrlt of habeas corpus in
our gratitude and admiration for our were
and from the Captain, for the last report cause. Socorro Chieftain.
proceedings had to be halted once
given every consideration
me
oismci court, ior santa e county
the grain storage construction la of
more and go over until today. A. C. worthy delegate in CongreBB, Hon. courtesy and were consulted on ev- - of the Traveling Auditor shows that
and Judge McFie, after a hearing last
fireproof tile.
Nathan Jaffa requested those five counties pay only one third MAKING ONLY TWENTY
Torres of Socorro county had been William H. Andrews, whose devotion ery move.
evening,
granted a temporary
writ,
'The Canadian Northern
railway
The figures for
slated by the bosses for lieutenant to the cause of the people of this ter- that his name be not allowed to come of this amount.
MILES EACH DAY. handled. In iflin 32 nor rent nf West. ana aammea jonnson to Ji.ooo nail to
as
M.
follows:
ars
8. GroveB, those five counties
governor. But the superintendent of ritory ultimately resulted in succesB, before the convention.
on
for
the
of
merits
hearing
em Canada's crop. This shows a l2,nPP6ar
the
league appeared upon and that It is the sentiment of this of Carlsbad, was the only man the Bernalillo, $45,449.52, Chaves,
Roads In Iowa and Nebraska Appear per cent increase In five years as luB c'u,e
naay, uctoDer it, ai z
club
$53,asked
be
have
he
the
Grant,
Pecos
In
that
on
$33,477.48;
inforrewarded
m- to
Eddy,
Pvalley
by election
the scene and declared that his
to Be Worse Than Those
Tne territory through Assist-pan- y
compared with 1905, when the com- - The
New Mexico.
mation Is to the effect that Torres has, to one of the highest offlceB within the ticket and the request was granted.' 823.64; San Miguel $46,488.78.
only handled 20 per cent. This ant District Attorney E. P. Davles,
Roswell Daily Record (Democratic). total tax received by the territory
of
the
or has had, an Interest in a saloon al gift of the people of New Mexico, In
phenomenal speed
Making
the Canadian Northern expects demurred, and Judge McFie in part
from all the counties In the territory some twenty miles a day, Harry year
I
The Winning Ticket.
obtained, and in part overruled, the
Magdalena and that he Is therefore token of his faithful services in Washto handle 40 per cent of the yield.
This shows that the
The Republican state convention. is $684,072.91.
advance agent of the Transington.
not a man whom the Prohibitionists
In Manitoba, there is an elevator oemurrer. tne territory tnen asuea
That we are also unanimous In our held at Las Vegas last week, noml five counties quoted by the Captain continental Touring Club of America,
more tlme and tnls was granted,
could support. As a consequence, the
of 22,000,000 bushels, an ln-.f- or
of the tax Instead escorted by a delegation of the River capacity
given pay only one-thir- d
convention had to adjourn last even- choice of Governor William J. MIllB nated a winning ticket as
crease of 772,000 bushels over the'
As
noted,
cf
above.
Eddy to River Good Roads Association, is
CHAVES COUNTY REPUBLICANS
ing after W. C. McDonld, candidate, for United States senator from New
the having some strenuous going across year 1908. The number of elevators
The Republican county convention, county pays only
for governor, had made his speech ol Mexico, hb his keen legal acumen,
NAME THEIR TICKET.
erected In Saskatchewan in 1909, wasi
fair
or
about
its
tax,
be
will
to
territorial
his
total
held
this
in
of
course
the
in
the state of Iowa
city tomorrow,
ex
The Chaves county Republicans
219, while the storage capacity was
acceptance, and the bosses had to profound learning and
Its
imIf
name
Eddy
another.
county
for
got
Trail
proportion.
highway
Sunset
trip
ecutive ability has demonstrated
his
increased from 17,924,500 to 24,279, have nominated the following ticket,
make a new diagram.
Register-Tribunwell share of the road funds It would get provement with the object of having 000 bushels.
Is
The
fitness for a position In the higher
In Alberta, the elevator at the same time
E. A.
so we have but little the route through New Mexico main
of the state
the
with
'
result
pleased
branch of Congress.
has almost doubled, it being boon, county chairman, and Fred M1I- A Campaign of Fakes.
To be sure we believed to complain of at present. Carlsbad tained and established by Congress.
convention.
at present 8,0o0,400 busbels, bb against ler, secretary:
That we especially commend the
The Democrats have started out
,
and still believe, that Nathan Jaffa Current. (Democratic).
Colonel Sellers, president of the New 4,092,400 busbels In 1908. In the
nobly following their usual fake tac- successful leadership and party loyal would have polled a
Legislature, Will Robinson.
refor
vote
Automobile
Association
Mexico
larger
western
bunch
west
of
Colfax
of
our chairman pf the Btate Repub
ty
Winnipeg,
First the
provinces,
county
tic).
Legislature, M. G. Paredes.
Rodey Has Senatorial Ambitions.
any other man In New
ceived a message from Drumm yes there are
announced
that Champ Clark and lican central commitee, Hon. Holm O. governor thanthat
approximately 1,763 elevaLegislature, O. R. Tanner.
and
"Tell all my friends good-bywas our Judgment
to the effect that he was met
terday
In active operation, with a stor
tors
Folk of St. Louis would speak at Bursum, and that we exert our best Mexico, but
Commissioner, 1st precinct, E. S.
and the convention was, of farewell through the paper," said Ber at Davenport by the escort and the
of 54,234,900 bushels, an Mundy.
the County Convention In Springer, efforts in his support as the Republi- alone,
age
capacity
on that nard Shandon Rodey, former delegate party had started out in mud axle increase of
tietter able to
11,197,500 busneis.
well knowing that neither of these can candidate for governor in the com- course,than an isolated Judge
2nd precinct, A. D.
Commissioner
Republican edt in Congress for New Mexico, before deep In a drenching pouring rain for
point
"It is probable that a yearly in- - (jaITett
orators could be there owing to prev- ing election.
Mr. Bursum will be especially leaving on the California Limited at Omaba. When Drumm sent his mes- tor.
crease or storage capacity win De pan Probate udge R c Nsbet
ious engagements.
Be it resolved that a copy of these
(This is another
of the
Rio noon today for Nome, Alaska, where Eairn tliev were
In the valley
making fifteen to
Mr. H, D. resolutions be furnished to each sena- strong
.ui
ui mo
Thornton boomerang.)
V. Mo.v
Troaaii
Grande, where the Republican party be will resume his duties as special twenty miles a day and having all ruum tit.mi jjiugimu
unit ueuceiurwgru
Flood and "Billy" Sulzer of New York tor and represenatlve elected to the must
Sheriff, C. H. TompkinB.
to cast Its greatest vote. federal attorney for the government kinds of grief. The delay In the mid
expect
were to enchant their hearers at the state legislature, and further
Probate clerk, Percy Evans.
that No man In the territory Is better ac- Mr. Rodey resided for many years in die west means that Drumm will not
state convention In Santa Fe. "Billy" copies of these resolutions be sent to
INJUNCTION CONTINUED IN
Superintendent school, A. D. Cryle.
quainted with territorial affairs. The Albuquerque, having a large law prac reach Albuoueraue probably until a
FRASER-PROBERbefore
a
made
showed up and
CASE.
spiel
President Taft, Delegate Andrews, better part of his
After retiring from con- week from next Friday, when he had
life has
been tice here.
Assessor, Fred Miller.
A.
case
vs.
In
the state central committee
the
of
William
Fraser
aijd Governor Mills and Hon. Holm O. spent in New Mexico.
He will make gress he was sent to Porto Rico as a planned to arrive, In time for the
Surveyor, Guy W. Thaxter.
but had to Bursum.
Clarence Probert, et al., which came
"whom It may concern,"
splendid governor in every partic federal Judge, and a year and a half state fair.
before
on
for
leave for Denver before the show beJudge
hearing
today
MOTORMAN WITH REVOLVER
Be it further
resolved that the ular, A business man of splendid at ago was appointed by President Taft
M. C. Mechem, the defendants consent
gan In the big tent so he did not copies of these resolutions whlcn are tainments,
IS PROMPTLY ARRESTED.
and
strong, tc his present position In Alaska. Mr. PUMPING IN RIO
to
of
ed
the
As to Harry sent to the members of the state
the
address the convention.
Injunction
a
continuing
to
Alaska
came
from
spend
Charged with carrying a pistol, D.
little fault can be justly found with Rodey
legGRANDE VALLEY A 8UCCESS. and the
was E.
cause
and
the
D.: He mought and then again he islature be
receiver,
had
standard-bear
Mexico
after
in
it
New
few
McNail, a street car motorman at
days
"
accompanied with the re- him as the Republican
set down for trial on the merits for! E, Pag0 waa arrested by patrolmen.
If this program gets any
moughn't.
He will win on nis merits, ana it been admitted to the Union, for which O. B. Clark Is
quest that the sentiments herein ex- er.
Trees
Out
More
Setting
connot
before
November 14, next, probably
more such Jolts, and they did
, . Pnrt Bliss
McNai, WM motorn,a
will be for the good of New Mexico. be worked so diligently, and to attend
on His Ranch Near
nect with the "plunder-barrel- "
any pressed be given due consideration.
Judge Edward R. Wright.
car which was held un by a lone rob- All of the rest of the ticket Is of the the first State Republican Convention.
Torrance County Convention.
Albuquerque,
more sucessfully than they did with
ber on the outskirts of the city a
"I hate to leave New Mexico," said
very highest merit, but we confess
their orators, considerable ginger will The Republican primaries of Tor- that three of them (give us especial Mr. Rodey today. "New Mexico Is my Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 5. O. B.
You are not experimenting on your-- . week ago.
who
ranchman
known
rance county will be held October 13
the
well
Clark,
I
be extracted from the campaign.
home and will always be my home.
when you take Chamberlain's
a medium self
and the county convention October 16, pleasure.
Raton Range.
any was the first to install
The first is that of M. S. Groves of love New Mexico better than
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS,
an or- Cough Remedy for a cold aB that pre- for
irrigating
system
pumping
conthe
If
.
land.
has won Its great reputalegislature
Carlsbad as corporation commission other
Supply just the ingredients needed
in this valley, and who haa wa- paration
chard
They Are Not All Disgruntled.
He Is a Republican Running for the
Senme
States
the
United
for
residers
IB
Its
to
tion and extensive sale by
build up, strengthen and restore
penecuy niiea ior
Looks like a third ticket would be er. Mr. Groves
of fruit trees suc
Legislature.
this Important Job, and will be a tow ate I will come across the ice fields tered several acres
markable cures of colds, and can al-- the natural action of the kidneys and
There Is In Obar, Quay County, New put In the field, made up of those who er of strength on behalf of the people of Alaska to answer the call.. I hope cessfully during the past season on his ways be depended upon. It Is equally bladder. Specially prepared for
Mexico, a little paper called "Pro- failed to have their names placed on from the day he qualifies.
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